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Abstract
One of the future world’s largest data generators, the Square Kilometre Array telescope (SKA), is currently approaching the construction phase. As a budget-limited
project, the efficiency and capacity of the data processing and storage system may
limit its final scope [1]. This brings critical challenges to the data I/O techniques.
In particular, a large proportion of current radio astronomy data processing platforms are still using serial I/O [2], which is limiting the I/O scalability in some
of the latest pre-SKA projects such as ASKAP [3], as the size of data products
is dramatically increasing. Radio Astronomy is just one example of a modern science project where the scientific potential is limited by processing capabilities and
efficiency. Many other science domains are experiencing the same challenges, for
instance, DNA sequencing [4].
This thesis studies these challenges in detail for the radio astronomy domain at various stages of the data processing chain, including the correlation and the imaging
steps. The investigations cover the identification of I/O bottlenecks as well as the
selection and implementation of potential solutions and their performance comparison. In particular, HDF5 [5] and ADIOS [6] have been studied in detail, and ADIOS
has been adopted for the mainstream data reduction library for Radio Astronomy,
casacore.
As a result of those studies, the generic I/O framework SHORE has been designed
and implemented using the specific domain centric experience and implementations
from the studies while keeping the focus on the domain independent elements of
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a middleware system. SHORE addresses two main points, which have not been
in the focus of other systems in this domain. One is the recognition of the fact,
that one I/O package, format or storage system does not fit all the requirements.
The other point is the separation of user application specific data models from I/O
specific and data flow optimisation techniques. In order to address the first point,
the design and implementation of SHORE follows a plugin pattern and thus allows
the integration of a variety of underlying storage and I/O systems. The second
point is resolved by designing SHORE to act as a real middleware framework with
clear interfaces, which allows to separate the technical implementation from the
domain expertise. To verify SHORE in real world use cases it has been combined
with existing systems and used to run actual large scale reduction jobs. From the
perspective of user applications, the Casacore Table Data System is used again,
while for data flow management, SHORE is integrated with Daliuge, which is the
execution framework prototype of the SKA Science Data Processor. Detailed plans
have been made for using SHORE to solve real-world problems occurring in some
of the latest pre-SKA radio telescope projects, as well as for full-scale SKA Phase 1
simulation on the world’s top supercomputers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern scientific research is entering the era of big data. From nuclear simulation
to DNA sequencing, data centers and supercomputers are becoming a prerequisite
for a wide range of scientific activities. In particular, in the field of radio astronomy,
the data volume is growing from what can be stored on a desktop computer to the
data held in the entire Internet in 2010. Such a data monster is the future world’s
largest radio telescope, the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) Telescope.
Driven by the desire for higher sensitivity, speed and resolution of sky surveys, the
data volume it will produce will be exabytes per year by the time the full scale
SKA is operational in the late 2020s. This will be the result of a larger number of
frequency channels that will increase the data size linearly, and a larger number of
antenna receivers for which data scales quadratically. In addition, the requirement
of longer baselines or higher spatial resolutions is again a quadratic effect, while
the temporal resolution is being increased too. The full SKA Telescope is designed
to have thousands of dishes and millions of dipoles, which is one to two orders of
magnitude more than a typical radio telescope today. The low frequency component
of SKA Phase 1 (SKA1 Low) will have 65,536 frequency channels while the SKA1
Mid will have 256,000 [8]. On top of these numbers, the required resolution and
sensitivity will potentially increase by an order of magnitude in SKA Phase 2. Thus,
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compared with a typical contemporary telescope array, the LOFAR telescope, which
currently produces between 31,232 and 124,928 channels [9], the full scale SKA will
generate one to two orders of magnitude more data.
Such a leap in data volumes brings great challenge for both system and software
engineers and scientists. As of now, most radio astronomy processing pipelines are
still based on a serial processing pattern and are manually controlled. An example
is the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) [10], one of the most
widely used radio astronomy data processing software packages. Its original design
was based on a serial computational pattern, and a data I/O component, namely the
Casacore Table Data System (CTDS) [2], which only allows data ingestion from a
single thread at a time. The Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) [11], which is
another one of the most common radio astronomy data formats, also only describes
a serial IO pattern in its standard.
Although there have been many efforts to parallelize these systems [12, 13], the
outcome is still largely limited by the initial serial architecture design. As a result,
even in some of the latest research, large data cubes still fail to be processed in
parallel, and as a workaround to this problem, extra data split stages have to be
added into the processing pipeline [14]. These data split stages not only consume a
large amount of time and storage, but will also potentially cause scalability issues
as the data volume approaches the full-scale SKA.
On top of the parallelism problem, there are also data I/O interface issues. Some
data formats for storing generic scientific data, for instance, Hierarchical Data Format Version 5 (HDF5) [5] and Adaptive IO System (ADIOS) [6], have already provided fully functional parallel I/O ability. However, applying any of these data formats to an existing radio astronomy data flow will potentially require going through
millions of lines of code to modify relevant components. Furthermore, different
stages of a radio astronomy data processing pipeline may produce data in different
manners, and thus they need to be optimized differently for storage. A certain stage
may favor different storage techniques as the data volume scales, or when data order-
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ing is changed. Considering these issues, achieving data parallelism and scalability
by having data I/O components fixed in processing pipeline code will not be a good
practice.
In a large-scale data processing pipeline, data placement and movement is another
major issue. This is a significant obstacle preventing traditional radio astronomy
data processing pipelines from being fully automated, as users have to know the
exact location of data to specify in workflow job scripts. Because of this, human
interactions are often unavoidable in operations for copying or moving data between
workflow stages. The situation is becoming more serious due to the fact that storage
systems are evolving towards heterogeneous architectures. Solid state drives (SSD),
non-volatile random-access memory (NVRAM), memory disks, and other storage
hierarchy levels are increasingly used in scientific data processing scenarios [15, 16],
on top of traditional magnetic disks and tapes. This is increasing the complexity of
manual operations, especially when the best efficiency of hardware is desired.
Another issue that may also affects I/O strategies for next generation radio telescopes is meta-data management. Traditional radio astronomy data management
systems, such as NGAS [17], manage meta-data in fixed databases and provide users
with query interfaces, while raw data is usually stored in files. In this type of scenarios, meta-data is usually used to locate the file containing the raw data that
is queried for. Such workflows are often operated manually for previous telescopes
because firstly, the amount of data is still manageable by human beings, and secondly, in many cases data is processed in serial. However, for next generation radio
telescopes such as SKA, the amount of data being generated will be so large that
it will require automated parallel data processing pipelines. This will then require
a finer-grained meta-data management mechanism and a more flexible meta-data
management infrastructure.
On top of these individual aspects, the trade-offs between them also need to be
considered. For instance, by enabling and scaling up parallel I/O, the total amount
of data objects can be effectively reduced. This can help relieve the pressure for
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meta-data management. However, when writing data in parallel, it usually causes
additional overheads to the overall performance in order to ensure parallel safety.
Previous radio astronomy I/O infrastructures have rarely considered this type of
trade-offs, and they have hardly allowed such flexibility that these trade-offs can
be analyzed and optimized at run time. For SKA scale data, exhaustive testing
for finding these trade-offs using static workflows will be expensive, and a more
automatic and dynamic way of optimization can potentially reduce the expense.
Starting from these, this thesis will investigate a series of data I/O issues. It begins
with an investigation into a typical radio astronomy data generator, the correlator,
to understand the data movement and storage pattern of a critical radio astronomy
data stage, visibility data. This includes the implementation, test, and performance
analysis of a data I/O module for the correlator.
Based on the techniques validated in the correlator I/O module, Chapter 3 then
focuses on solving the visibility data I/O problem using a standardized software
framework, which is the Casacore Table Data System. A storage manager design
and implementation is then presented to enable the Casacore Table Data System to
access data in a massively parallel pattern.
Having identified some of the most serious problems of existing data I/O systems,
a more flexible middleware architecture is then designed, with a fully functional
prototype framework presented in Chapter 4. The middleware architecture is designed by combining a number of state-of-the-art philosophies of data I/O systems.
It unifies data models that have been used in scientific data storage, and provides
a concise, clear and unified interface to user applications. In the meantime, it is
based on an everything-is-plugin framework to separate the requirements of domain
specific knowledge and thus enable further development and optimization at minor
costs. Moreover, it is designed to be a completely decentralized system to avoid
I/O bottlenecks at the maximum possible level. These features, together with various network models supported, enable the middleware architecture to be deployed
and applied in a variety of scenarios ranging from high performance computing to
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cloud environments, and provide a new philosophy of managing data storage and
processing to both scientific data community and the big data industry.
Finally, the middleware system is integrated with existing systems in Chapter 5, for
validation in a real-world system environment. This is presented together with plans
for solving real-world data I/O problems occurring in some of the latest pre-SKA
radio telescopes, as well as a plan for simulating full-scale SKA phase 1 data on the
world’s top supercomputers.
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Chapter 2
A Typical Data Generator:
Correlator
In radio astronomy data processing, visibility data from a correlator’s output is
usually considered as the start point of the data management system. Data prior
to this stage is usually processed by dedicated facilities with hard-coded dataflows,
which is not manageable from a software based data system. This is also a critical
stage in terms of the I/O bandwidth and storage capacity as the data volume is
usually reduced in most of the subsequent processing stages.
Radio astronomy signal correlation is a process to combine signals from multiple
antennas of a radio telescope array. The input of a radio astronomy correlator is
voltage data in the time domain, while the output is a set of complex numbers called
visibilities in frequency domain, for every pair of antennas in a telescope array. The
algorithm is usually implemented in two main ways. One is to cross-correlate every
pair of input signals, and then apply Fourier transform on each correlation result.
This is called a XF correlator. The other is to apply Fourier transform on each input
signal first and then do conjugate multiplication for each pair of antennas, which
is called a FX correlator. In either way, an accumulation stage is required at the
end to average out the noise. The FX correlator has advantages when it is applied
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on digital systems as it requires less computational power. Considering the scope
of this work, readers are directed to [18] for a detailed introduction to the radio
astronomy data processing pipeline, as well as radio astronomy signal correlation
and a review on correlator techniques.
The scope of this thesis, however, is the data distribution and movement patterns of
a correlator. Different data parallel models of a correlator result in different output
data patterns, which has significant impacts on the I/O performance for the ingestion
into a data storage system. Furthermore, while signal correlation was traditionally
processed on dedicated hardware such as FPGAs, the recent trend is to implement
the algorithm using software on general purpose platforms, including CPUs [19,
20, 21, 22], GPUs [23, 24, 25], and hybrid systems [26, 27]. This is increasing the
importance of considering the correlation stage as part of the software workflow. In
this case, the internal correlator design is also becoming more important to the data
management system of a radio astronomy dataflow.
In this chapter I am presenting improvements to a GPU cluster based software
correlator [7]. The correlator consists of an OpenCL [28] based FX engine and
a baseline parallel model implemented using OpenMPI [29]. This work improved
the baseline parallel model, provided a time parallel model, and compared them
using a scalability test to reveal the impacts of data parallel models on the overall
performance.

2.1

Data Parallel Models

Visibility data is generally presented in three dimensions, which are baseline, time,
and frequency channel, assuming that polarization is combined within the baseline
dimension as it usually is. Therefore, data parallel models for a correlator can be
naturally formulated based on these dimensions. Used in the GPU cluster correlator [7] is a baseline parallel model. As shown in Figure 2.1, in this model, data
for calculating visibilities of different baselines are distributed to multiple compute
8
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Figure 2.1: Shown is the baseline parallel model for a radio astronomy signal
correlator, which is used in the GPU cluster correlator [7]. Each box represents
a baseline that is formed using a pair of input signals from the antennas, with a
two-dimensional index, i,j. Each group of baselines noted using the larger font is
distributed to a compute node for correlation.
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(a) Broadcasting
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(b) Passing

Figure 2.2: Shown are the broadcasting and passing data distribution patterns
for the baseline parallel correlator model, using a 10-compute-node example. Data
input simulator nodes, which are also called streaming nodes, are noted using circles.
These nodes simulate the data flow of receiving voltage data from telescope receivers.
Compute nodes executing the correlator algorithms are noted using squares, with
arrows indicating the data flow. In this example, each input simulator sends data
of a combination of multiple telescope receivers. Each compute node then processes
a group of baselines as demonstrated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.3: Shown is the time parallel model for a radio astronomy signal correlator. A streaming node simulates the data ingestion from telescope receivers, and
sends time sliced data to corresponding correlator nodes that require a certain time
fraction.
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nodes. Each compute node then processes all frequency channels over time for a
certain range of baselines.
The correlator [7] implemented two data distribution patterns for the baseline parallel model, namely the broadcasting pattern and the passing pattern as shown in
Figure 2.2. In this work, an MPI_Bcast based broadcasting routine was added on
top of the original point-to-point communication routine. The passing pattern was
also optimized to have each input simulator node only send data to one compute
node, instead of two in the original design [7].
In addition to the baseline parallel model, this work also implemented a time parallel model. In the time parallel model, each compute node processes data across all
baselines and frequency channels, for a fraction of time. As shown in Figure 2.3, instead of pushing baseline parallelized data, the input simulator nodes divide voltage
data into time slices and send to compute nodes in a round robin pattern.
A significant advantage of the time parallel model is that it completely avoids redundant data transfers. More specifically, in the baseline parallel model shown in
Figure 2.2, data from each input simulator node has to be transferred to multiple
correlator nodes. This is done using either a broadcast, a set of sends and receives, or
a peer-to-peer passing routine. By doing so, any of these methods increase the processing time, compared with sending data to a single destination. This is true even
when using a constant-time underlying broadcast algorithm, as proposed in [30],
because the network bandwidth of a compute node is shared by multiple input simulator nodes in this many-to-many communication pattern.

2.2

Data Distribution Performance

The performance of the data parallel models described in the previous section was
tested using the Fornax supercomputer of the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre. Fornax was designed for data intensive research, especially radio astronomy data pro12
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Figure 2.4: Shown is the total TFLOPS achieved using the baseline parallel and
time parallel models. It compares the scalability of the data parallel models using
6 to 90 nodes on the Fornax supercomputer of the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre.
On top of scaling the number of compute nodes, the overall performance is also
examined using 128, 512, 2048 and 3072 input signal streams respectively. For the
broadcasting pattern of the baseline parallel model, both the MPI_Bcast and the
point-to-point methods are tested. For the passing pattern of the baseline parallel
model, a comparison is made between using single buffering and double buffering.
The time parallel model was tested with 4 and 8 input streaming nodes respectively.
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cessing. It consisted of 96 nodes, with two Intel Xeon X5650 CPUs, a NVIDIA Tesla
C2075 GPU and 72 gigabytes of system memory on each of them. The Intel 5520
Chipset was used in the compute node architecture, which enabled the NVIDIA
Tesla C2075 GPU to work on an x16 PCI-E slot and two 40Gbps QLogic Infiniband
IBA 7322 QDR cards on two x8 PCI-E slots. The main storage system of Fornax
was a 500TB Lustre filesystem, working with a dedicated Infiniband network.
The operating system used on Fornax was CentOS 6.2. The OpenMPI version
adopted in this test was 1.6.0. CUDA 4.1.28 with OpenCL 1.1 support was used
for the GPU computing component. The FFT library used in this test was Apple
OpenCL FFT 1.6.
Shown in Figure 2.4 is the scalability test using 6 to 90 nodes of Fornax. The
performance unit TFLOPS refers to tera-floating-point-operations per second. All
floating point operations counted are in single precision, and only for mathematical
operations of the correlation algorithm. Indexing expenses or redundant calculations
caused by optimizing GPU memory access or data transfers are not included. This
makes a fair comparison between models using different optimization techniques,
which cause different amount of extra operations while solving the same real-world
problem.
A per-node interpretation of this test is shown in Figure 2.5 in addition. Given
the GPU correlator achieves approximately 105 GFLOPS when working on a single
node, this gives a clear idea on how the data transfer expense vary with the number of
compute nodes across all models. It is noticeable that the models behave differently
when given a different number of input streams. For instance, when processing
2048 input streams, the point-to-point distribution pattern of the baseline parallel
model can provide over 75% of the maximum single node performance, which is
105 GFLOPS, even on 80 compute nodes. However, while processing 128 input
streams, the same model only works at approximately 10% of the peak single-node
performance. By processing the same amount of input streams, there is also a
significant difference between data parallel models, especially for less input streams.
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Analysis

Testing results reveal that on current hardware architectures the time parallel model
is optimal for a GPU cluster correlator when there are less than 1024 input data
streams. In the range between 1024 and 2048, the baseline parallel models start to
overtake. However, it does not necessarily mean that the baseline parallel models will
be the only way to deal with large-scale correlation tasks such as the ones required
by SKA. On top of the network performance, the GPU architecture is another major
factors leading to the performance turnover between 1024 and 2048 streams. Due
to the fact that the output data rate scales quadratically with the number of input
streams, the larger the number of input streams is, the bigger proportion of GPU
memory the output buffer takes. As the number of input streams increases, at a
certain point the output buffer takes so much GPU memory that the input buffer
is no longer large enough to hold data that can feed the massively parallel model of
GPU computing, which is another major cause of the performance drop. If future
GPUs integrate more GPU memory, then it is possible to extend the optimum range
of the time parallel model to a further level. Moreover, the turnover point might shift
with a wide range of factors in both hardware and software aspects. This includes
but is not limited to the hardware platform and configuration, the optimization of
FX engines and the involvement of other correlator functionalities.
The overall throughput that the time parallel model can provide depends on the
number of streaming nodes. As shown in Figure 2.4, the model achieved better scalability when it was given 8 streaming nodes instead of 4. Furthermore, for real-time
SKA-scale correlation, 8 streaming nodes are still far from sufficient, otherwise each
streaming node needs to handle more than hundreds of gigabytes of data per second, which is orders of magnitude beyond what the current technology can provide.
However, unless there is evidence that throughput is being limited by the streaming
nodes, adding more streaming nodes does not improve performance. Taking this
into account, the time parallel model was not tested with more than 8 streaming
nodes.
16
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The time parallel model is likely to scale even further on larger clusters than the
testing platform used. This is because firstly, based on the testing results shown in
Figure 2.4, the time parallel model achieves a more linear scalability than baseline
parallel models. Secondly, the scalability is only limited by the number of streaming
nodes rather than the network topology and a series of factors for the baseline
parallel models.
It seems from Figure 2.4 that the broadcasting model achieves better performance
than the passing model on the same number of GPUs when the number of data
streams is large. However, this is based on the prerequisite that a considerable
number of extra nodes are allocated as streaming nodes. The passing model is
promising in solving large scale correlation problems in the future. An obvious
advantage is that it does not need any dedicated streaming nodes to re-organize
and distribute data, for the auto-correlation nodes are the only nodes that receive
input from external sources, and are able to receive streaming data in its original
form. The topology also prevents network bottlenecks to a large extent, as the
number of data transfers that each node deals with does not scale. In principle, the
performance would scale linearly. Testing results showed a near linear trend in which
the performance falls behind the broadcasting model when large datasets are applied
because the passing model does not perfectly suit the switch-based topology applied
on Fornax. It is likely to scale better on supercomputers with multi-dimensional
torus topology, in which neighbor nodes have dedicated communication channels, as
well as clusters with custom networks built-in to match this model.
Testing conducted in this section only focuses on the input impacts on the performance, the output visibility data was only written to files on the Lustre file system
for up to 300 input streams for correctness verification. A significant fact revealed
in this section is that the dominant factor of the overall throughput of a radio astronomy correlator could be I/O rather than compute. This is one of the major
motivations of the work presented in the coming chapters of this thesis. The following section will look at the data output pattern and how it affects the overall
performance.
17
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Data Output Throughput

As discussed in the previous section, data input and data output are major factors
affecting the overall performance of solving a large-scale parallel computing problem. For a radio astronomy signal correlator, data input is usually streamed from
hardware based station facilities. Starting from the correlator, software systems take
over the dataflow. As a result, output data of a correlator is usually handled by software storage systems, which are traditionally data files on computer disks. This is a
critical stage since the throughput of the storage component of a computer system
is generally orders of magnitude lower than the computing component. While the
input performance has been discussed in the previous section, this section focuses
on the data throughput for the correlator output.

2.3.1

Data Output Pattern

The time parallel model described in the previous section is chosen for measuring
the output throughput, because it needs an extra stage of re-ordering over time
in the data structure compared to other models, and therefore it helps reflect the
importance of flexibility and performance of the I/O system. In the time parallel
model, time slice data is distributed to multiple compute nodes and processed thereafter. Compute nodes with earlier time data do not necessarily finish earlier than
those with later time data. Therefore, output from multiple compute nodes is not
necessarily aligned in the correct time sequence as it is expected to be. To solve
this problem, the IO module of the correlator uses a pre-defined data container, as
shown in Figure 2.6, for multiple compute nodes to write data asynchronously while
ensuring the correct order. Of the table-like structure, each row stores a time slice
of output data, in which there is visibility data for all frequency channels across all
baselines.
The IO module of the correlator is designed using two storage backends, HDF5 [5]
and ADIOS [6], working on the Lustre shared filesystem. The reason for using these
18
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Figure 2.6: Shown is the data output pattern of a radio astronomy signal correlator
using the time parallel model described in Section 2.1.
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backends is because they are representative data formats for parallel I/O in the high
performance computing field. More specifically, HDF5 is one of the most commonly
used file formats for scientific computing, and is supported by a wide range of data
processing or visualization tools. ADIOS is essentially designed for large-scale parallel I/O on supercomputers, and proved to improve the I/O performance by a few
orders of magnitude for certain use cases such as large-scale fusion experimental
data [31].
For HDF5, the I/O module is designed by pre-defining a HDF5 dataset and then
filling data in using the hyper-slab interface. Similarly, for ADIOS, an ADIOS global
array is pre-defined as the data container, with each row subscribed to an ADIOS
VAR for time slice data to fill in later.

2.3.2

Testbed

The testbed consisted of the Fornax supercomputer and the first phase of the Magnus
supercomputer at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre. In addition to the compute
specifications mentioned in Section 2.1, the back-end of Fornax’s Lustre system was
a SGI Infinite S16k, which was a re-badged DDN SFA 10k [32], consisting of 8
Object Storage Servers (OSSs) and 44 Object Storage Targets (OSTs), of which 32
are assigned to the scratch file system used in this testing. Each of the OSSs had
dual 4x QDR Infiniband connections to the switch connecting compute nodes, and
the OSTs were connected to the OSSs via 8 4x QDR Infiniband connections. Each
OST consisted of 10 Hitachi Deskstar 7K2000 hard drives arranged into a 8+2 RAID
6 configuration. In terms of software environment, GCC 4.4, OpenMPI 1.6.3, HDF5
1.8.12 and ADIOS 1.4.1 were used in this test.
On the other hand, Magnus is a petascale Cray XC30 supercomputer, after a twophase construction. When this test was conducted, it was at its first phase, consisting
of 208 compute nodes. Each node contained two Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPUs, with the
eight core Sandy Bridge architecture, and 64 GB of random access memory. The
20
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nodes were interconnected by an Aries interconnect in a dragonfly topology [33],
capable of 72Gbps of bandwidth per node. In addition to the compute nodes,
Magnus had 24 service nodes, which were used to route traffic between the Aries
interconnect and an Infiniband network. The latter provided access to the Lustre
version 2.2.0 filesystem, provided by a Cray Sonexion 1600, which had two petabytes
of storage via nine Scalable Storage Units (SSUs). These SSUs had 8 OSTs, each
using a 8+2 RAID 6 configuration. For software environment, GCC 4.7 was used,
along with the Cray MPICH 6.1 library, HDF5 1.8.12 and ADIOS 1.4.1.

2.3.3

Throughput Figures

The I/O test is across a wide range of parameters, as described in Table 2.1. For
verifying scalability, it uses 20 to 90 compute nodes on Fornax and Magnus respectively. The result is presented in five parts. Firstly, Figure 2.7 shows a scenario using
a relatively small number of frequency channels, 256, to compare the performance of
HDF5 and ADIOS. Figure 2.8 then shows the I/O throughput for a larger number
of frequency channels, 1024. In these figures, the correlator processes from 100 to
400 input streams, across 400 time slices, forming a global array size varying from
approximately 517MB to 33GB. Both scenarios show that ADIOS achieves better
throughput than HDF5, especially for smaller datasets where there is a factor of 10.
Given the advantage of ADIOS over HDF5 on these figures, Figure 2.9 then focuses
on the ADIOS performance, using 512 frequency channels across 100 and 400 time
slices. So far the result figures shown are all averaged using 10 testing samples. This
is followed by Figure 2.10, which shows how individual testing samples perform. Finally, Figure 2.11 illustrates the global array size impacts on the overall throughput.
This also reveals the caching impact on the throughput.
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Table 2.1: Shown is the parameter range for the correlator output test.
Parameters
Number of Frequency Channels
Number of Input Data Streams
Number of Time Slices
Compute Nodes
Lustre Stripe Size

22

Range
128 - 1024
100 - 400
100 - 400
20 - 90
1-8

Stepping
x2
+100
+300
+10
x2
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Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented a radio astronomy signal correlator from data distribution and output pattern’s point of view. The correlator model is based on a previous
work [7], and has been improved in this work to enhance the data parallel and distribution models. An output module has been added, which uses HDF5 and ADIOS
as storage backends to write visibility data to shared filesystems on supercomputers.
Performance tests have been conducted to understand the impacts of data distribution models on the performance, and then the throughput of the output module.
This has revealed that in solving a large-scale parallel computing problem, data
transfers could be a major impact on the overall performance. Similarly, the output
throughput has seen a huge disparity between different storage backends, dataset
sizes, as well as filesystem configurations. This has proved the importance of determining a proper storage backend to the design of such a storage system that can
handle SKA-scale data.
One concern for the work presented in this chapter is the method of implementing
the I/O module for such a data intensive application. So far, the I/O module
for the correlator has been only implemented in the simplest way to verify if the
storage backends are suitable for this type of application scenarios. However, in
a real system, many other aspects need to be taken into account, for instance,
the conformity with standards, the flexibility of changing storage backends, the
robustness of the system, and so onwards, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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(f ) HDF5: Input Data Streams = 300
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Figure 2.7: Shown is the throughput figures of the output module of the time
parallel model of the GPU cluster correlator. Relatively small datasets are used,
with 256 frequency channels and 400 time slices. The number of input data streams
varies from 100 to 400. The I/O throughput figures are compared between HDF5
and ADIOS.
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(b) HDF5: Input Data Streams = 100

ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 1024, # Input Data Streams = 200, # Time Slices = 400
Time Slice Size = 20.582400 MB, Global Array Size = 8232.960000 MB
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ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 1024, # Input Data Streams = 300, # Time Slices = 400
Time Slice Size = 46.233600 MB, Global Array Size = 18493.440000 MB
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(f ) HDF5: Input Data Streams = 300

ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 1024, # Input Data Streams = 400, # Time Slices = 400
Time Slice Size = 82.124800 MB, Global Array Size = 32849.920000 MB
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(h) HDF5: Input Data Streams = 400

Figure 2.8: Shown is the throughput figures of the output module of the time
parallel model of the GPU cluster correlator. Relatively large datasets are used,
with 1024 frequency channels and 400 time slices. The number of input data streams
varies from 100 to 400. The I/O throughput figures are compared between HDF5
and ADIOS.
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ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 512, # Input Data Streams = 100, # Time Slices = 400
Time Slice Size = 2.585600 MB, Global Array Size = 1034.240000 MB
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ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 512, # Input Data Streams = 200, # Time Slices = 100
Time Slice Size = 10.291200 MB, Global Array Size = 1029.120000 MB
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ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 512, # Input Data Streams = 300, # Time Slices = 400
Time Slice Size = 23.116800 MB, Global Array Size = 9246.720000 MB
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(f ) 400 time slices, 300 input data streams

ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 512, # Input Data Streams = 400, # Time Slices = 100
Time Slice Size = 41.062400 MB, Global Array Size = 4106.240000 MB
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ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
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ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 512, # Input Data Streams = 200, # Time Slices = 400
Time Slice Size = 10.291200 MB, Global Array Size = 4116.480000 MB
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(c) 100 time slices, 200 input data streams
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(h) 400 time slices, 400 input data streams

Figure 2.9: Shown is the throughput figures of the output module of the time
parallel model of the GPU cluster correlator. Medium datasets are used, with 512
frequency channels, comparing 100 and 400 time slices. The number of input data
streams varies from 100 to 400. The I/O throughput figures are for ADIOS only.
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(d) HDF5, Lustre stripe size = 2

ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 512, # Input Data Streams = 200, # Time Slices = 400
Time Slice Size = 10.291200 MB, Global Array Size = 4116.480000 MB
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HDF5 Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 512, # Input Data Streams = 200, # Time Slices = 400
Time Slice Size = 10.291200 MB, Global Array Size = 4116.480000 MB
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ADIOS Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 512, # Input Data Streams = 200, # Time Slices = 400
Time Slice Size = 10.291200 MB, Global Array Size = 4116.480000 MB
Lustre Stripe Size = 8
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(f ) HDF5, Lustre stripe size = 4
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HDF5 Testing, Magnus VS Fornax,
# Frequency Channels = 512, # Input Data Streams = 200, # Time Slices = 400
Time Slice Size = 10.291200 MB, Global Array Size = 4116.480000 MB
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(h) HDF5, Lustre stripe size = 8

Figure 2.10: Shown is the throughput figures of the output module of the time
parallel model of the GPU cluster correlator. Medium datasets are used, with 512
frequency channels and 400 time slices. The number of input data streams varies
from 100 to 400. The I/O throughput figures are compared between HDF5 and
ADIOS, showing the individual testing samples along with the average.
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Figure 2.11: Shown is the trend of the output throughput varying with the global
array size, using ADIOS only. A Lustre stripe size of 4 was used on both Magnus
and Fornax. The impact of caching can be seen up to 32 GB on Fornax, and 131
GB on Magnus.
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Chapter 3
ADIOS Storage Manager for
Casacore
The previous chapter started with a typical data generator in the radio astronomy
field, a signal correlator. Several data parallel models and a data output module for
the GPU cluster based correlator were introduced then. Through testing, Adaptive
IO System (ADIOS) proved to be a suitable storage backend for such a data pattern
within the scale tested.
However, the output module of the correlator has been only implemented as a prototype, with many assumptions being made. For instance, it does not consider any
post-processing on the output data, the output data is thereby written in a raw
format that is not directly readable by any radio astronomy data processing applications. As a result, there is no practical way to verify how the visibility data works
in a real-world scenario.
In this chapter, the data output technique prototyped in the previous chapter is
refined and implemented as a plugin to a common radio astronomy data processing
platform, namely the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) library
[10]. It enables CASA to write a single table dataset in massively parallel pattern.
Taking advantage of the common platform, the parallel data output technique can
29
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then be verified using a real-world data processing pipeline.

3.1

Casacore Table Data System

The casacore library [34] is a set of common radio astronomy data processing functions implemented in C++. As it forms the core algorithm component of CASA, it is
currently one of the most widely used radio astronomy libraries. Casacore has a sophisticated data I/O subsystem, namely the Casacore Table Data System (CTDS),
which can handle terabyte-scale radio astronomy data efficiently. It is literally a
table based data I/O system, in which each column, or a group of columns, of a
table are stored together. Each column of a table can be a scalar column or an array
column. For each table row, a scalar column stores a single scalar value in each cell,
while an array column stores a multi-dimensional array. An array column can be
defined either with fixed-shape arrays or arbitrary-shape arrays. In a fixed-shape
array column, the array shape information must be specified explicitly before any
I/O operations, and all table rows must conform to it. For an arbitrary-shape array
column, each table row can store an array in arbitrary shape independent of other
rows. Data types listed in Table 3.1 can be used by a scalar or an multi-dimensional
array.
The Casacore Table Data System provides an abstract interface layer by defining the
storage manager framework. A CTDS storage manager is assigned with a column
or a group of columns of a CTDS table. In this way, the storage manager handles
the I/O operations interacting with a certain storage backend. The storage manager
architecture allows the substitution of the built-in storage managers with custom
ones that are based on third-party storage backends.
A CTDS table can be operated from multiple writers, but only in serial. While
one writer is writing data into a CTDS table, it locks the table and prevents others
from writing until it is finished. The built-in storage managers of casacore are also
designed to comply with this serial writing mechanism. As of now, in the newest
30
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CTDS type
Bool
Char
uChar
Short
uShort
Int
uInt
Float
Double
Complex
DComplex
String

C++ type
bool
char
unsigned char
short
unsigned short
int
unsigned int
float
double
Complex<float>
Complex<double>
string

Python Numpy type Comments
bool_
true or false stored as unsigned 1-byte (8-bit) integer
int8
signed 1-byte (8-bit) integer
uint8
unsigned 1-byte (8-bit) integer
int16
signed 2-byte (16-bit) integer
uint16
unsigned 2-byte (16-bit) integer
int32
signed 4-byte (32-bit) integer
uint32
unsigned 4-byte (32-bit) integer
float32
single precision 4-byte (32-bit) floating-point value
float64
double precision 8-byte (64-bit) floating-point value
complex64
single precision 8-byte (64-bit) complex floating-point value
complex128
double precision 16-byte (128-bit) complex floating-point value
string
string of arbitrary length

CHAPTER 3. ADIOS STORAGE MANAGER FOR CASACORE

Table 3.1: Shown is the list of data types supported in CTDS, and corresponding data types in C++ and Python Numpy.
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version of casacore, 2.0.3, the lock mechanism can be disabled at compile time.
However, errors are still seen when multiple processes write data into a single table. There has been another workaround in CASA 4.5, which virtually concatenates
multiple physical CTDS tables into one logical table, and thus enables parallel writing at the logical table layer. At the physical table level, there still has not been
concrete solutions for parallel writing.
Considering the data volume that next generation radio telescopes will generate,
current CTDS and its storage managers might become impractical. Tables for the
next generation telescopes may have to be accessed in a massively parallel pattern,
in order to adjust the movement of data processing from local servers to large-scale
supercomputers. In this situation, the storage manager framework then provides
the possibility to enable parallelism for CTDS by implementing a custom storage
manager based on a parallel storage backend.

3.2

ADIOS Storage Manager

Based on the throughput figures presented in Chapter 2, ADIOS proved to be a
suitable choice for storing visibility data in a massively parallel pattern. While
CTDS tables have been heavily used in storing visibility data as well, there is then
a promising hypothesis that an ADIOS based CTDS storage manager can help
parallelize CTDS data writing to a large scale.
In this section, my design of the ADIOS based CTDS storage manager is presented.
Following the CTDS naming convention, it is named AdiosStMan, as a contraction
of the ADIOS Storage Manager. AdiosStMan is designed to be an alternative to any
other CTDS storage managers while working in serial. Any existing code using the
CTDS system can work with AdiosStMan by simply instantiating the AdiosStMan
and binding it with a table column.
AdiosStMan is built upon the MPI environment. It supports MPI based multi32
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process code, while it is not thread safe and does not provide any multi-thread
interfaces due to the limitation of ADIOS. AdiosStMan is aware of being instantiated in a multi-process MPI code in both implicit and explicit scenarios. The
implicit scenario refers to that no MPI related code has been executed at all by the
time AdiosStMan is instantiated. Then AdiosStMan will initialize MPI and pass
any necessary configurations to the ADIOS library that relies on the MPI environment. In this case, when an AdiosStMan object is destructed, it finalizes MPI as
well. In the explicit scenario, MPI has been already initialized when AdiosStMan is
being instantiated. Then AdiosStMan will carry on using the existing MPI configuration. To allow other parts of the code to continue using the MPI configuration,
the AdiosStMan object will not finalize MPI while being destructed in this case.
While using AdiosStMan to handle data, each column of a CTDS table corresponds
to an ADIOS variable. For a scalar column, an ADIOS variable is defined as a onedimensional vector to store all table rows. For an array column, an ADIOS variable
is defined with an extra dimension on top of the array dimensions, so that all table
rows are put into a larger array using a single ADIOS variable.
The Casacore Table Data System is designed in a dual layer architecture. Table level
metadata is kept in a table file which is not controllable from storage managers, while
storage managers are only responsible for column level operations. Therefore, such
a parallel storage manager can only parallelize column level operations, for instance,
putting data to a column from multiple processes simultaneously. Table level operations, such as creating a table or adding columns, still can only be processed in
serial.
In order to solve this problem, AdiosStMan is designed in a way that when multiple
processes access the same table, only the master process actually manipulates the
table metadata file, while slave processes are fooled to write their table files into a
temporary path. Meanwhile, once AdiosStMan is instantiated and bound to a table
from multiple processes, the master process broadcasts the path and name of the
ADIOS file associated with the intended table metadata file to slave processes, for
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the AdiosStMan instances in slave processes to access. The Casacore Table Data
System then works as if every process is handling completely independent tables,
although actually the data coming from all processes is put into the same ADIOS file
that is associated with the table file of the masters process. Once all AdiosStMan
instances are finalized, the temporary table files generated by slave processes can
then be removed. The ADIOS file together with the table file produced by the
master process contains all information to rebuild the table.

3.3

MeasurementSet Table Experiment

A typical use case of the Casacore Table Data System is the MeasurementSet table [35]. It is generally used to store visibility data or single-dish data. To validate
AdiosStMan, in this section, the MeasurementSet tables taken from the CHILES
project [14] are converted using the ADIOS Storage Manager. The CASA MSTransform is then applied on both the original and converted datasets to run a frequency
split task. Finally, the results for both datasets are cross-verified.

3.3.1

Frequency Split on CHILES MeasurementSet Data

The CHILES project runs at the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) telescope,
with the upgraded receivers and correlator [36]. A MeasurementSet table used in
this work consists of 23 columns, 1,374,749 rows and 18 subtables, as shown in
Figure 3.1. The visibility data is stored in the DATA column, which is essentially a
two dimensional complex array in the size of 2 * 2048. This results in a data size of
32768 Byte for each row, and approximately 45 GB for the entire DATA column. The
main table is managed using four casacore storage managers, the standard storage
manager, the incremental storage manager, the tiled column storage manager, and
the tiled shape storage manager, as each of them is optimized for a certain type of
columns. By replacing these storage managers with the ADIOS Storage Manager,
34
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CASA / casacore Applications
CasaTables Interface (Serial)
Tiled Column
Storage Manager

Tiled Shape
Storage Manager

Standard
Storage Manager

Incremental
Storage Manager

Figure 3.1: Shown is the structure of a MeasurementSet table from the CHILES
project and the access pattern from the CTDS interface and storage managers.

Parallelised CASA / casacore Applications

Write Table Meta-data
to Target Table File

Master
MPI Process

Slave
MPI Process

Slave
MPI Process

Slave
MPI Process

CasaTables
Interface (target)

CasaTables
Interface (tmp)

CasaTables
Interface (tmp)

CasaTables
Interface (tmp)

ADIOS Storage
Manager Instance

ADIOS Storage
Manager Instance

Write Table Meta-data
to Temporary File

Broadcast ADIOS
File Handler

ADIOS Storage
Manager Instance

ADIOS Storage
Manager Instance

Figure 3.2: Shown is the access pattern of the ADIOS Storage Manager for a
MeasurementSet table given in Figure 3.1.
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each column of the table can be written from multiple processes.
In the first step of this experiment, the main table was converted using AdiosStMan,
in a pattern shown in Figure 3.2. The conversion was done in two different ways.
One was to write a standard C++ code calling the casacore library to duplicate
a casacore table. Taking advantage of AdiosStMan, this code can be executed in
parallel. In this case, each MPI process writes a subset of the table rows, across all
columns. However, it is very difficult to write this code in a generic way to enable
it to handle data for all projects. Because MeasurementSet tables from different
projects may have a different number of columns with different data patterns, which
will take significantly more effort to automatically manage in a statically typed
language as C++.
Another approach was to write a Python code calling the python-casacore wrapper [37] to do the conversion. As Python is a dynamically typed language, the
python-casacore wrapper provides an automatic table duplicate routine, which can
handle arbitrary table structures at run time. It also reduces the conversion code
from thousands of lines to tens of lines, compared with the first approach. The disadvantage of this approach is that it can only work in serial, since python-casacore
does not provide any multi-processing interface. The python-casacore wrapper is
built upon the official casacore version on Github [34], and therefore, it can be
applied directly using the same casacore installation as the one used to compile
AdiosStMan.
The second step of this experiment was to apply the MSTransform routine of the
CASA package on both the original and the ADIOS MeasurementSet tables to do
the frequency split. The frequency split task reads in a subset of the frequency
channels from the input MeasurementSet table, and writes them out to a new MeasurementSet table. After applying the frequency split task, the final step was to
verify the two sub-band MeasurementSet tables. This was done using a C++ program specifically written for this work, which reads in two MeasurementSet tables
row by row and compares the data for all columns.
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Experiment Outcomes

This experiment has demonstrated that AdiosStMan works properly in a complex
use case scenario involving casacore, CASA, python-casacore and MeasurementSet
tables. In terms of the performance, it takes approximately 60 seconds to finish the
frequency split task on the original MeasurementSet table, and approximately 73
seconds on the AdiosStMan MeasurementSet table. For both datasets, the input
MeasurementSet is approximately 45 GB, and the output approximately 381 MB.
These numbers were obtained by running the single-threaded CASA MSTransform
task on a single node of the Fornax supercomputer of the Pawsey Supercomputing
Centre. The hardware specification of the Fornax supercomputer is given in Section 2.2 and 2.3.2. The frequency split task is a combination of read, write, and some
lightweight calculations. Therefore, it is not recommended to use these numbers for
deriving any IO throughput figures.
Through this experiment, a few problems of AdiosStMan have been discovered and
resolved. Firstly, due to the nature of ADIOS, an ADIOS array variable can only
be defined with a fixed dimension and shape. This fundamentally limits the ADIOS
Storage Manager in a way that it is not feasible to handle arbitrary-shape array
columns of a CTDS table. However, in reality, many MeasurementSet table generators are designed to always define arbitrary-shape array columns, regardless of the
fact that the vast majority of the array columns actually always store fixed-shape arrays. This unnecessarily makes the AdiosStMan ineffective in many MeasurementSet
table use cases. To resolve this problem and carry on this experiment, AdiosStMan
has been hard-coded to treat any array columns as fixed-shape columns. This feature can be enabled by defining the FORCE_DIRECT_ARRAY macro at compile
time. Once it is enabled, AdiosStMan ignores all predefined array shape information. Instead, it only determines the column shape when the first write operation is
conducted, and uses it as the fixed shape for the entire column. This feature should
be only used when it is assured that an arbitrary-shape array column actually stores
fixed-shape arrays in all table rows. Otherwise, an error would occur at ADIOS level
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because the data being written does not conform to its pre-defined dimensions.
Secondly, the CASA MSTransform code accesses MeasurementSet tables in a quite
inefficient way. It reads a single row at a time, regardless of the fact that most of
the use cases actually always process a group of contiguous rows together. This
becomes critical while processing a MeasurementSet table containing millions of
rows, because accessing files on disks so frequently for such tiny pieces does cause
huge overheads. The overheads come from both hard drive seek time and CTDS
interfaces. The CTDS built-in storage managers do an excellent job in optimizing
the read performance for this type of inefficient access patterns. To catch up, a prefetch mechanism has been introduced into AdiosStMan for caching contiguous rows.
User code can then specify a cache size while initializing AdiosStMan. Upon a read
request, AdiosStMan reads a group of contiguous rows starting from the requested
row, to fill up the cache. Later read requests can then be returned with cached
data, instead of reading data from files, if requested data is in cache. By using this
pre-fetch feature, in this experiment, AdiosStMan has seen similar read performance
to the Tiled-shape Storage Manager of CTDS.

3.4

Parallel IO Performance Testing

Presented in this section is performance testing results of AdiosStMan for parallel
writing and parallel reading, as well as relevant analyses. The testbed used in this
section is the Magnus supercomputer at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre. A
difference to what has been described in 2.3.2 is that by the time these tests were
carried out, Magnus had undergone a major upgrade. The number of nodes increased
to 1536, each node hosting two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2690V3 CPUs. The Lustre
storage backend is still as described in 2.3.2.
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Parallel Array Write

The parallel array writing test is schemed to write a casacore table from between
4 and 80 nodes, each node launching one MPI process. The table consists of an
array column, with each row being a 36 MB floating-point array. The number of
rows of the table varies from 200 to 1000, which results in the table size varying
from 7.2 GB to 36 GB. This data size is chosen for it is big enough to saturate
the system level cache so that testing results are able to show the actual I/O performance of the underlying storage systems. AdiosStMan is configured to use the
MPI_AGGREGATE transport method [38] of ADIOS, which provides a two-layer
buffering mechanism to optimize operations for small size data. All testing results
are averaged from 20 runs.
As shown in Figure 3.3, AdiosStMan basically achieved a linear scale-up on up to 80
compute nodes of Magnus, except for cases where the table does not contain enough
rows to boost the performance. The highest throughput seen is approximately 10
GB/s on 80 nodes, which is for writing a 36 GB table consisting of 1000 rows. This
number is close to the ADIOS testing results presented in Section 2.3.3, where a
throughput of 12.5 GB/s is seen on 80 nodes for writing a 16 GB table.
The decrease in performance can be accounted to several reasons. Firstly, the compute component of Magnus has been upgraded from 208 nodes to 1536 nodes, while
the storage component is untouched. This affects the per-node bandwidth between
compute nodes and storage nodes, as each storage node needs to serve more compute
nodes. Secondly, the data pattern of the ADIOS testing is not exactly identical to
that of the AdiosStMan parallel array write test. Thirdly, in the ADIOS tests, the
ADIOS transport method used was POSIX, while MPI_AGGREGATE has been
used for testing AdiosStMan. Considering the scope of this work, the difference between these two transport methods is not systematically quantified. This, however,
could be another explanation of the performance difference. Finally, compared with
ADIOS testing, AdiosStMan testing involves another API layer, which is the CTDS
interface. The overhead caused by this also potentially affects the throughput fig39
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Figure 3.3: Shown is the AdiosStMan testing result for parallel array writing.
Testing is schemed to write a table from between 4 and 80 compute nodes, each
launching one MPI process. The table consists of one array column, with each row
being a 36 MB floating-point array. The number of rows of the table varies from
200 to 1000, which results in the table size varying from 7.2 GB to 36 GB.
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ures. However, I did not test these assertions because it is out of the scope of this
thesis, and also, due to a major upgrade of the testbed, it became impractical to
test.
Similar to the ADIOS benchmark results, the throughput scaling is basically linear
but not optimal, which means doubling the compute nodes does not produce twice
as much throughput. This could be limited by the network topology used to connect
the compute nodes and the storage nodes. For example, there might be a physical
limitation on the overall bandwidth between a certain group of compute nodes and
storage nodes. Another possible reason is that the ADIOS transport methods used in
these tests require MPI communications between compute nodes while writing data.
These MPI communications, including collective calls, broadcasts and peer-to-peer
messages, do not necessarily have an optimal scaling curve either.

3.4.2

Parallel Array Read

While the parallel writing test focuses on AdiosStMan only, in the parallel reading
test it becomes possible to compare AdiosStMan and other storage managers such as
TiledShapeStMan. This is because the Casacore Table Data System and its built-in
storage managers allow multiple processes to access a table for reading, but not for
writing. Testing is schemed to read a MeasurementSet table from between 1 and
50 compute nodes, each launching one MPI process. Each process reads the entire
DATA column, which is approximately 45 GB, into its local memory independent
of other processes. The MeasurementSet tables used in this test are adopted from
the MeasurementSet experiment presented in Section 3.3. The original CHILES
MeasurementSet table uses the Tiled Shape Storage Manager for the DATA column,
while the ADIOS MeasurementSet uses the ADIOS Storage Manager. Performance
was measured for both overall throughput in megabytes per second as shown in
Figure 3.4, and execution time in seconds as shown in Figure 3.5.
There is a fundamental difference in the behavior of the Lustre storage system be41
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Figure 3.4: Shown are AdiosStMan testing results for parallel array reading. The
total throughput is measured in MB/s. Testing was schemed to read a MeasurementSet table from between 1 and 50 nodes, each node launching one MPI process.
Each process reads the entire DATA column, which is approximately 45 GB, into
memory on a node independent of other processes.
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Figure 3.5: Shown are the same AdiosStMan testing results for parallel array
reading as Figure 3.4, but presented are execution time in seconds.
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tween parallel reading and parallel writing. For parallel writing, data from different
writers can usually be scattered onto multiple object storage targets. This helps the
overall throughput scale up linearly with the number of writers, or compute nodes,
because different writers talk to different object storage targets, without sharing
bandwidth. However, for parallel reading, the data files are already in place on
certain object storage targets. The possibility that many readers try to access the
same object storage target at the same time is greatly higher than that of a parallel
writing scenario. Therefore, a significantly worse scalability is shown in Figure 3.4
for parallel reading than parallel writing. It is noticeable that the overall throughput almost flats out after 20 compute nodes, whereas for parallel writing it scales
nearly linearly on up to 80 nodes. This is because in the parallel writing test each
process writes data into its own target, while in the reading test multiple processes
can possibly read data from the same target and thus share the I/O bandwidth.
It should also be mentioned that AdiosStMan performs 20% to 30% slower than
TiledShapeStMan in this parallel reading test. The reason may be because that
ADIOS is mainly optimized for use cases where the number of readers matches the
number of writers. To get the optimum performance, data needs to be read using
the same amount of processes as it is written. However, the ADIOS MeasurementSet
table used in this test was written from only one process using the python-casacore
conversion code mentioned in 3.3.1. This makes a fair comparison though, in the
sense that other storage managers do not support parallel writing and cannot produce data written from multiple processes.

3.5

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented a parallel CTDS storage manager using the Adaptive
IO System as the storage backend. The decision of using ADIOS was made based
upon the results of the correlator output test presented in Section 2.3.3. In the
performance test, AdiosStMan has shown an excellent scalability on up to 80 com44
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pute nodes for parallel writing, while other storage managers are not taken into the
test as they are not able to handle parallel writing. For parallel reading, limited by
the nature of the Lustre filesystem, neither of AdiosStMan and TiledShapeStMan
has scaled well, while AdiosStMan was 20% to 30% behind TiledShapeStMan. The
ADIOS Storage Manager has proved to work properly with the MeasurementSet,
which is one of the typical use cases of CTDS. Being combined with CASA /
casacore, it has also proved that the data output model proposed in Chapter 2
can be applied in a much wider scope.
An obstacle preventing AdiosStMan from being applied universally to parallelize I/O
for CASA applications is that it requires the user application code to be changed.
This is because the user application needs to be MPI aware, determine whether an
instance is master or slave, and then decide which table file to access. This could
be an excessive amount of work considering the total number of lines of code in a
CASA / casacore based data processing pipeline. By changing the application code,
it also means introducing the MPI environment into the application, as ADIOS
is dependent upon MPI. This potentially causes performance problems when the
application only needs loose synchronizations or no synchronization at all. In some
cases, this could cause a failure to the user application. For instance, the OpenMPI
library can only be initialized once throughout the whole lifetime of a process, while
some data processing pipeline do need to instantiate AdiosStMan for multiple times
in a single process. These pipelines could be written in other programming languages
than C++, but calling AdiosStMan within the same process. In this case, there may
not be a practical way to initialize MPI in the pipeline application for AdiosStMan
to use, while initializing MPI for multiple times in AdiosStMan is also infeasible.
While AdiosStMan achieves parallel writing by bypassing the CTDS locking mechanism in a non-standard way, CTDS interface is still part of the dataflow. As a
result, some use cases are still limited to serial operations, for instance, when multiple processes are trying to add columns to a table at the same time. Together with
the MPI issue, this will be discussed further in upcoming chapters for an all-round
solution.
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Chapter 4
The Middleware Model: SHORE
Through the research shown in previous chapters, an outline of radio astronomy
data I/O issues has been revealed as a whole. There first comes the issue of parallel
I/O, for which some effort has been made in previous two chapters. Then there
is the interface universality issue, which has been investigated in Chapter 3 by
implementing the ADIOS Storage Manager.
However, implementing a CTDS storage manager needs a considerable amount of
work, due to the complexity of the CTDS interface written in C++. In scenarios
where AdiosStMan is not suitable, implementing storage managers based on other
storage backends is therefore a large expense. In spite of this, such storage managers
may still not satisfy all applications. From the user application’s point of view,
CTDS is not the only data format used in radio astronomy data processing. A large
amount of radio astronomy data is stored in other formats such as FITS [11], which
does not support changing storage backends as CTDS does.
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.2, CTDS is designed in a dual-layer architecture where storage managers can only manage column-level operations. Table-level
operations are controlled from the CTDS table interface and relevant metadata is
recorded in table files. This essentially limits the universality of its applications,
because a future storage system is not necessarily based on filesystems. Instead, it
47
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should be flexible enough to work on a wide range of storage hierarchies, including
in-memory stores, databases, and object stores.
In this chapter, my middleware model is presented to address these issues. The
source code of the middleware can be found at [39]. To start with, the following section will give a more detailed overview of the principles for the middleware
architecture design.

4.1

Philosophy of Data I/O Middleware

The ultimate goal of the proposed middleware architecture is to be able to manage
SKA-scale data storage and retrieval. By SKA-scale, it does not mean that it is
designed specifically for radio astronomy application scenarios. Instead, it considers
a much wider scope, which includes the management of scientific data in general, or
even a more generic cloud storage environment. In order to achieve this goal, the
middleware architecture should embody the following principles.

4.1.1

A Decentralized System

A common essence of many data I/O issues is that some critical system components
work in a centralized manner. This happens across multiple layers of a data storage
environment. An example at the filesystem layer is Metadata Servers and Object
Store Servers of Lustre, which manage the distribution of metadata and data of
files across Metadata Targets and Object Store Targets respectively. Metadata and
data therefore has to be centralized before being distributed to storage, which is a
major cause of many problems for Lustre, especially when it is writing an enormous
number of small files. The same issue is also seen in HDFS [40], which only has a
single and centralized metadata server that sets a hard limit on its scalability. This
is usually mentioned as a severe disadvantage when it is compared to Ceph [41, 42].
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At the data format level, the ADIOS Storage Manager for the Casacore Table Data
System that has been investigated in Chapter 3 is also limited similarly such that the
access to the table metadata is centralized in the master MPI rank. The situation
is even worse with ordinary storage managers that only work in serial, because in
this case, data must be centralized at the user application level onto one of the
processes before writing. This involves massive MPI data transfers, and causes
serious bottlenecks.
Taking these into account, an advanced data I/O middleware should be completely
decentralized to avoid these problems fundamentally. More specifically, each instance of the middleware should be a fully functional environment, having its own
metadata management and event handler. Thus, data can be handled in an instance
totally independent of others. Instances are then connected at a higher level to work
collaboratively.

4.1.2

A Flexible Framework

What has been seen so far in the field of scientific data storage is that there are
tens of data format standards [43]. Each standard is suitable for a certain set of use
cases. For instance, the FITS [11] format was developed when there was little need
for processing radio astronomy data in parallel, and therefore its standard barely
considers parallel I/O issues. The HDF5 [5] format achieves excellent serial I/O
performance while providing an optional parallel I/O interface, however, its parallel
throughput does not scale as expected, based on the results shown in Section 2.3.3.
The ADIOS [6] format does scale linearly on up to a considerable large cluster,
however, it heavily relies on the MPI environment and can only handle pre-defined
datasets, which limits its universality.
These file formats are essentially designed with different philosophies. As a result,
when a user application changes its storage backend from one to another, it may
need heavy modifications to the application itself to adjust to the philosophy of the
49
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storage backend. For a large-scale data processing pipeline written in hundreds of
thousands of lines, this becomes impractical.
Some I/O frameworks do provide a middleware-like mechanism for developers to
enable alternative storage backends. For instance, ADIOS helps optimize a variety
of HPC applications through transport methods that are selectable at run time [38].
The Casacore Table Data System discussed in Chapter 3 achieves similar efficacy
through storage managers [2]. In addition to scientific data formats, some generic
databases used in industry also have this type of features, such as MongoDB [44]
that recently adopted WiredTiger [45] as its default storage engine. To overcome the
BSON [46] document size limit, MongoDB also supports another backend named
GridFS [47] for storing documents larger than 16 MB. The same database is also
able to provide storage backend functionality to the Hadoop distributed storage
system [48].
However, for the frameworks reviewed above, the development work to enable a new
storage backend usually faces complicated programming interfaces. Thus, several
man-months are usually required for enabling a new storage backend, which is overly
expensive in the increasingly changing future, especially for the scientific research
community that usually lives on a limited budget. A future-targeted middleware
architecture for scientific data storage should provide a flexible framework for developers to add new storage backends at a minor cost, and for users to switch between
these storage backends on a dynamic basis.

4.1.3

A Concise Interface

Traditional I/O libraries have been increasing the complexity of their application
interface in attempt to deliver better performance. For instance, the Casacore Table Data System has defined several categories of columns. Each column category
can work with a number of storage managers, while some storage managers require
complicated configurations to perform well. This essentially leaves part of the opti50
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mization work to users. While some experienced users can take advantage of such
interfaces, the majority of the users may be totally confused.
A significant difference between industry and the scientific research community is
that in industry, users of such a data system are mostly professional software engineers. They usually have adequate experience to manipulate a complex application
interface. However, in the scientific research community, users are mostly domainspecific scientists or engineers. Their user applications therefore cannot be ensured
to use a complicated interface in a correct way. A typical case is the MSTransform
application used in Section 3.3, which always reads and writes data for a single
row at a time, despite the fact that a large number of contiguous rows are usually
processed together. The cost of disk seeks and interface overheads are simply not
considered in its implementation.
Another example has been also given in Section 3.3. A CTDS array column can be
defined in either a fixed shape or an arbitrary shape. Many MeasurementSet table
generators blindly use arbitrary array columns, which cause more complexities to
the storage backends, despite the fact that they only handle fixed-shape data arrays.
Thus, a complex interface aiming at delivering better performance is actually often
used in an improper way to diminish performance. Therefore, for a middleware
architecture mainly targeting scientific data storage, the user interface should be
kept as concise as possible. Performance optimization should be managed within the
middleware in a more automatic and intelligent manner, rather than being offloaded
to users.

4.1.4

A Unified Data Model

Filesystems have traditionally been the mainstream of scientific data storage. They
are mainly designed for managing randomly formed data, ranging from text files containing a few characters to multi-media files storing entire high-definition movies.
For scientific data that is usually highly structured, there could be more efficient
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choices, for example, databases, storage engines and object stores. A trend in the
field of scientific data management over the past decade has been towards a conjunction of filesystems and databases [49, 50]. However, in most cases, databases are
mostly used for meta-data management or indexing, while bulk data is still stored
in files. As performance of modern databases are constantly improving, this needs
to be refined in a way that meta-data and data are treated equally using a unified
data model, regardless of the storage backend it is stored in.
From a different point of view, one common characteristic of the existing storage
backend implementations is that each category of them is based on a strongly styled
data model. For instance, filesystem based data formats usually heavily rely on
a POSIX-like file I/O interface, including directory hierarchies, file names, and file
opening modes. Inside a file, data is usually presented in a hierarchy-dataset manner,
such as groups and datasets in HDF5 [5], groups and variables in NetCDF [51, 52],
and paths and variables in ADIOS [6, 38]. On the other hand, a relational database
presents data in table structures, while collections are generally used in NoSQL
databases. Once an application is built upon any of these storage backend categories,
its data model then has significant impacts back on the design of the application.
Imagine that when a database based application is changed to using file I/O, extra
logic needs to be added for checking thread-safety, and managing file placement.
Similarly, when an application switches from a NoSQL database to a relational
database, it needs to pre-define table schemas explicitly.
A middleware architecture, which aims at treating all storage backends equally,
essentially faces the same problem as these applications. On top of this, it also
needs to be designed in such a way that these storage backends can be dynamically
switched at run time, rather than during development. Thus, defining a unified data
model is critical to the middleware architecture, so that it can fit into all storage
backends, and to address all types of user requirements.
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An Everything-Is-Plugin Architecture

One of the concerns of such data middleware architectures is that as functional
features are growing, the system becomes heavier and less efficient. To prevent
this from happening, the middleware architecture should aim at providing a lightweight abstract framework only, rather than being a concrete stage in a data flow to
interfere with the I/O throughput. Meanwhile, specific functionalities for network,
storage backends and other modules should be all implemented in plugins. Plugins
can then be combined freely to form a data flow, following the principles created by
the framework.
Thus, once a data flow is created, it is only processed and affected by the plugins
that are assigned to the data flow, and is completely independent of other functional
plugins deployed within the SHORE architecture. For a data critical application,
a data flow can be formed with only compulsory stages, such as read and write,
to ensure a high throughput. Other applications can add optional plugins, such as
profiling, in their data flows for more functionalities.
Using this approach, the architecture itself does not grow with functionalities that
it can provide. It also enables flexible deployment with selective plugins, to adjust
to local hardware and software environments.
From another perspective, large-scale scientific data processing systems usually face
a common problem that the designing and implementing process relies on multidisciplinary efforts. For example, it usually requires system or software engineers to
have an adequate level of domain specific knowledge, or domain specific scientists
or researchers to have a certain level of programming skills. This makes the development process not only expensive but also inefficient, and sometimes it results in
improper designs, for instance, the inefficient access pattern of the MSTransform
application as mentioned in Section 3.3.2.
In an everything-is-plugin architecture, plugins can be separated such that each of
them always focuses on knowledge from a single domain. In this way, scientists,
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hardware experts, software engineers, system administrators, I/O optimization engineers and parallel computing specialists can all work separately in a single area
where they are best at. This will largely improve the efficiency and success rate
of the development process, while saving the cost for training multi-disciplinary
professionals [53].

4.2

SHORE Concept

The middleware architecture designed in this work is named SHORE, which is not
intended to be an acronym, but can be loosely interpreted as Storage Hierarchy
Optimization and Retrieval Environment. The idea of SHORE comes from the
scene where waves hit a seashore and disappear in the sand grains. This is similar
to a piece of data ’disappearing’ in some storage. There next comes the concept
of shoreline, which is the interface between the ocean (data) and land (storage).
A shoreline extending into the distance represents a horizontally scalable data I/O
interface.
When a wave hits the shore, water fills from top down. Similarly, in a data ingestion
process, storage hierarchies with higher throughput are usually desired first. Then
data is moved to slower hierarchies when faster ones are filled up. Sand grains
represent plugins for a certain data format or type. The poles of a jetty going out
into the sea are sensors picking up the dynamics and type (data type) of the water
(data) before it hits the shoreline, informing the shoreline where to finally put the
water (which plugins to use).
Waves (data ingestion) can also come in different intensities, high (intensive) ones
and low (sparse) ones. In order to handle each type in the optimal way, there needs
a data-aware plugin infrastructure, to make decisions dynamically based on characteristics of a data ingestion. In the opposite direction, a storage-aware infrastructure
(jetty) is also necessary to provide the data object (wave) with storage hierarchy
(land) information before the ingestion happens. Apart from the main architecture,
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there are also concepts for optional functionality, such as shells, which provide the
in-situ data processing ability.

4.3

Data Model

The detailed design of SHORE starts from its data model. As discussed in Section 4.1.4, data models are defined in a variety of patterns for different storage
backends. A unified data model is therefore essential in order to make SHORE flexible enough to handle all storage backends. It is also a prerequisite of the SHORE
architecture design.

4.3.1

A Review on Existing Data Models

Existing data models for storing scientific data can be abstracted into a few categories. The array based model is widely used in scientific data file formats. In
formats such as HDF5 [5], NetCDF [51] and ADIOS [6], a dataset is basically an
N-dimensional array, and a file can usually contain multiple such datasets. Many
of the file formats also support the time series data model, which essentially adds a
time dimension on top of the N-dimensional array used in the array data model. An
advantage of the time series model over the ordinary array model is that the time
dimension can be arbitrarily extended without being pre-defined, which is critical
for infinite time simulation applications. As a result, it is also commonly accepted
in visualization tools that are usually used in this type of simulations, such as
VisIt [54, 55].
Another approach to managing time series data is to use tables, as done in the
Casacore Table Data System [2]. In a MeasurementSet table, which is a typical
use case of CTDS as introduced in Section 3.3, data stored in different rows are for
different time slices, as well as baselines. The table model is also commonly used in
databases, for instance, SciDB [56] for scientific data storage, and a large number of
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relational databases. This type of systems are usually able to add rows on the fly,
so that it works with the same effect as the time series array model. Furthermore,
rows can be used to represent an arbitrary group of dimensions, rather than only
time.

4.3.2

SHORE Data Model

Used in SHORE is the table model. As introduced in Section 4.1.4, it is proven to be
suitable for radio astronomy data processing. For other research areas, it naturally
fits into time series data problems. For use scenarios of the generic array model,
table rows can be used as an extra dimension within the problem domain, or a table
can be defined to consist of only a single row to conform with the array data model.
From the perspective of storage backends, the table model is naturally suitable
for relational databases. For document-oriented NoSQL databases, a table schema
can also easily fit into a document collection, although not easily reversible. Its
compatibility with the array model, as well as the time series array model, have
already been verified by AdiosStMan presented in Chapter 3.
The table model used in SHORE is similar to that of CTDS described in Section 3.1,
in the sense that a column can store either scalar values or arrays. However, unlike
CTDS, column types are not explicitly defined in SHORE. Instead, scalar columns
and array columns are unified using a shape property, which specifies the size of each
dimension of data. A scalar column is therefore simply a column with the shape of
a one-dimensional array with a single element. This helps reduce the complexity of
the application interface, which is to comply with the principle ‘A Concise Interface’
given in Section 4.1.3.
Such a table in SHORE is called a SHORE data object. A data object can contain
sub-objects, which is also similar to sub-tables in CTDS. A sub-object has exactly
the same structure and functions as a data object, but providing a hierarchical view
of data. This addresses data problems that need to manage logical relations between
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data objects.
Taking advantage of the hierarchical view, the SHORE data model is also able to
manage meta-data and data equally. More specifically, in many data formats, metadata for describing domain-specific information is usually managed separately from
data, through different interface functions. In a SHORE application, meta-data
of a data object can be put into its sub-object through exactly the same interface
as data. This simplifies the application interface while improving the flexibility of
applying any data optimization techniques on meta-data management.
A major difference between the SHORE data model and the CTDS table model is
that in a SHORE data object, the shape of a column is constrained to be fixed,
while CTDS allows arbitrary-shape columns. In most situations, the only reason
for putting a group of data elements into a single column, or even for having this
table model, is because the data elements in a column have identical dimensions and
shapes. Otherwise, if they are not in the same shape, then the cost for managing
their alignments in storage backends is becoming significantly higher. In this case, a
better approach is to put them in different columns, different sub-objects, or different
data objects. By reserving the flexibility of defining an arbitrary-shape column, it
increases the chance for users to use it in an incorrect way, and therefore diminish
the I/O performance, for which an example has been discussed in Section 4.1.3.
Therefore, the SHORE data model only allows fixed-shape columns and recommends
arbitrary-shape arrays to fit into higher levels of the data model.

4.4

Architecture

Based on the principles and the data model definition given in previous sections,
a detailed middleware architecture design is presented now. It starts with a clarification of the scope of SHORE, and its relationship and difference to other data
storage systems. Then an overall architecture design is presented, with some components that are originally integrated into the SHORE architecture. While this section
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only focuses on the overall architecture, some of the essential components will be
presented in more details in upcoming sections.

4.4.1

Scope

A data storage scenario can usually be broken down to a number of layers, as shown
in Figure 4.1. From bottom up, the first layer is storage hardware.

1 Storage Hierarchies

In a typical data storage environment, storage hierarchies may include tapes, mechanical hard drives, solid-state drives, non-volatile RAM, RAM, and on-device
memory. Some of these hierarchies can be accessed through a compatible interface
with each other. For instance, most hard drives are managed using filesystems,
while tape servers often have a disk-based cache and an Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) [57] system that provides a filesystem interface as well. However,
other hierarchies may not work with a unified interface. For instance, in most RAM
based hierarchies, data blocks are usually created by an executing instance of an
application in its private domain, and therefore can only be accessed within the
application.
The scope of SHORE at this layer is to provide the ability to unify the interface
of all storage hierarchies. Take RAM hierarchies as an example: SHORE allows
the development of a plugin that enables a filesystem interface in RAM, through
techniques such as FUSE [58]. In this way, RAM hierarchies can then be used with
any storage backends that are designed for filesystems.
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Figure 4.1: Shown is the scope of the SHORE middleware architecture in a multi-layer data storage environment.
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2 System-Level I/O Interface

The second layer shown in Figure 4.1 is system-level I/O interface. On top of
the storage hardware layer, this is the bottom layer within the software environment. It mostly refers to filesystems, including local filesystems such as ext3 [59]
used in Linux, and more importantly, shared filesystems such as Lustre [60] used
in high performance computing environment, as well as distributed filesystems such
as HDFS [40] and Ceph [41]. An exception is that some storage engines used by
databases, such as InnoDB [61], also fit into this layer, as they can work directly on
a raw disk partition without filesystems.
These techniques often require very different patterns for the user application design.
For instance, an MPI based application using Lustre usually needs to consider synchronization issues caused by MPI collective I/O, which is hardly considered when
using other types of filesystems. On the other hand, some distributed filesystems
provide object store style interfaces, such as Ceph’s RADOS [62], which also requires
user applications to be designed differently.
At this layer, the SHORE architecture is designed to unify these interfaces, by
allowing such plugins that can hide the differences between these interfaces from
upper-level plugins. More specifically, a plugin for ADIOS to work on Lustre can
wrap up all MPI-related contents, and provide SHORE with an MPI-free interface
to Lustre. The AdiosStMan research presented in Chapter 3 has already solved a
similar problem, and therefore, it can be largely re-used in such an ADIOS plugin
for SHORE.

3 & 4 Data Formats and Data Models

There next comes the third and fourth layers, the data format layer and the data
model layer. The data format layer refers to the physical structure of data stored in
lower-level infrastructure, while the data model layer reflects the logical structure of
data that a data format presents to upper-level application interfaces. The reason
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for splitting them is because that some data formats provide the flexibility to change
its physical storage structure while keeping the same logical data model. Examples
for this are ADIOS [6] that can store its data model into various backends through
transport methods, and MongoDB [44] that allows the substitution of its storage
engines for storing its data collections. Since the logical data model of SHORE
has been already confirmed in Section 4.3, for these layers, the architecture design
then focuses on mapping its logical model into various physical formats. This can be
achieved by a combination of storage backend plugins and storage hierarchy plugins.

5 Application-Level I/O Interface

Next there is the application-level I/O interface. A typical interpretation of this layer
is application interfaces of I/O libraries, as well as database query interfaces. For a
certain filesystem based data I/O library, this layer is usually bound together with
its logical data model layer, and sometimes also its physical data format layer. Most
relational databases are also unified with a SQL interface. However, in the world
of NoSQL databases, which is a promising taxonomy of databases in the big data
industry, the query interface varies from case to case although some of them have
very similar data models. This makes it necessary to separate out the application
interface as an individual layer in the storage environment model. The unification
of this layer is also managed by storage backend plugins in SHORE, which mainly
addresses the problem of mapping the SHORE data model into a storage backend’s
data model through its specific application interface.

6 Data Object Management

The sixth layer shown in Figure 4.1 is the data object management layer. This
involves the concept of data object, which in this context refers to a directly manageable entity of data with self-contained information for being managed. By data
object management, it then means providing the ability to directly operate on the
61
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data entity.
More specifically, a table element or a document in an active database instance can
be seen as a data object, since the database provides a full set of functionalities,
as well as all necessary information for users to directly operate on the data entity.
On the other hand, a set of static files in a filesystem are not data objects, because
from a user application’s perspective, they are not directly manageable or accessible
unless the directory hierarchy, file name, and file format information, as well as the
reference to the corresponding I/O library, are all provided externally.
As a result of this, many filesystem based data processing pipelines lacks this layer.
As shown in Figure 4.1, CASA is an example, since it requires users to manage files
and directory hierarchies externally, which involves human interactions during data
processing. There are methods to work around this limit by applying data processing
pipelines in conjunction with data object management frameworks. Considering the
CASA example still, this could be approached by implementing a database storage
manager, thereafter its applications can directly operate on data by querying the
database, without managing file locations or directory hierarchies from external.
The scope of SHORE at this layer, is to enable data object database plugins to
manage all data objects within the domain of a SHORE instance, regardless of
storage backends and storage hierarchies. A user application then only needs to
provide the data object ID with SHORE, for any data operations.

7 Data Flow Management

One level above the data object management layer is the data flow management
layer. Based on the data object management concept, the data flow management
layer provides automated flows for data objects to transfer within a storage infrastructure, to address the need from data processing applications.
A typical scenario is to deploy user applications together with data-intensive pro62
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cessing frameworks such as Hadoop [63, 64]. Taking advantage of its Map-reduce
model, data is automatically distributed for parallel processing, without the need for
human interactions. The Data Flow Management System (DFMS) [65] is another
example that is more relevant to SHORE, as they both consider the SKA Science
Data Processor module as a major use case.
While SHORE does not aim to provide a data flow management framework, the same
effect can be achieved in SHORE through a peer-to-peer data sharing mechanism.
In such a peer-to-peer network, when a SHORE instance cannot find a requested
data object in its local storage infrastructure, it can redirect the user application to
its neighbor SHORE instance that owns the data object, or it can obtain the data
object for the user application from its neighbor SHORE instance.

8 User Application

The top layer of the storage environment model is the user application layer. This
layer is out of the scope of a storage environment model that is targeted at traditional
application-driven work flows. However, in a data-driven work flow where data is
self-aware of its producers and consumers and drives itself towards the end of its
lifecycle, a user application needs to provide its interface back to the data flow
management system, so that the data flow management system can launch the
application automatically when the dependent data is in place.
From a slightly different perspective, in distributed storage systems, it is sometimes
too expensive to move data around for processing. A more efficient approach is to
launch applications where data is located. For this purpose, the SHORE architecture
allows such in-situ data processing plugins that call data processing applications to
process local data.
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Design

The scope of SHORE is across a wide range from storage hardware to user applications. For a certain use case, it also needs to provide the flexibility of combining
arbitrary layers between them. Each layer is potentially repeatedly implemented
using a large number of different techniques, to achieve optimal performance for
various use cases.
Considering all these requirements, SHORE is designed in a way that all functionalities are realized using plugins, which can be arbitrarily deployed and loaded. These
plugins are then managed using an event-driven architecture, in which the interface
between plugins are Python dictionaries instead of function calls with parameters.
This is to allow a combination of an arbitrary set of plugins to work in an arbitrary
sequence.

SHORE Meta Layer

The SHORE architecture is designed in a multi-layer paradigm, as shown in Figure 4.2. The bottom layer is SHORE Meta, which defines the base plugin class for
all plugins across the entire architecture, and provides methods for the architecture
to import plugins.

SHORE System Layer

On top of SHORE Meta is SHORE System, which consists of system-wide
service components including a workflow manager, a system configuration manager,
a system logger, and an event channel. The system configuration manager is used
for plugins to retrieve deployment-wide configurations. For instance, a filesystembased storage backend plugin needs to have a list of all filesystem-enabled storage
hierarchies available in a SHORE deployment. In situations where this information
can be automatically identified, there needs to be a system configuration plugin that
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Figure 4.2: Shown is the SHORE architecture with currently integrated components.
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provides the algorithm to do so. If, however, the information can only be provided
externally, there then needs to be a plugin that can read a configuration file.
The system logger is responsible for managing system-wide logging information from
all plugins. Similar to the system configuration manager, this component can also
be implemented in different plugins to manage logging information in different ways,
such as displaying on monitors, saving in files or putting into databases.
The event channel provides an interface for all plugins to register their event handling
functions. Registered plugins can then respond to a SHORE internal event. In the
meanwhile, the workflow manager generates a SHORE internal workflow upon a
data request, by providing the request event with a sequential list of plugins that it
needs to go through. This workflow list is then carried throughout the lifecycle of
the SHORE task that addresses this data request. When one stage of the workflow
list is competed, the plugin that has been handling it will then send the task back to
the event channel, for the next-stage plugin to respond. A more detailed description
of the event handling mechanism used in SHORE will be presented in upcoming
sections.
The system layer overall provides a basic environment for higher layer plugins to
work in. The boundary between the system layer and the infrastructure layer is
whether a component needs to expose its function interface to the architecture.
While providing basic services, SHORE System plugins all need to do so. However,
having this basic event handling framework created, higher layer plugins no longer
need to provide any interfaces for specific functions. Instead, they can register
themselves with the event channel, and handle SHORE events.

SHORE Infrastructure Layer

Based on the event handling framework provided by the system layer, the infrastructure layer of SHORE then focuses on specific functionalities on dataflow operations.
The core components of SHORE Infrastructure are task manager, data object
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database, the message network, and the data transport network.
The message network component receives data requests encoded in JSON [66] scripts
from either a SHORE client or another SHORE instance. A data request is then
assigned with a unique task ID by the Task ID Generator component. The Data
Object Database component then takes over the task to query for the data object
ID, and update the database when necessary. Stored in the data object database is
the meta-data of all data objects managed by the SHORE instance, including both
table-level and column-level information.
Once the requested data object has been verified in the database, the task is then
handed back to the message network to reply to the requester with query results.
In the meanwhile, the task is put into the task manager component, waiting for
further operations from the client. For normal data put or get request, further
operations refer to raw data transfers. In this case, the client then connects the
SHORE instance through its data transport network component, and then transfers
raw data for the requested data object.
Described above is an abstract workflow for a simple SHORE task. The exact
processing sequence may vary with specific operations requested. For instance, a
put or a get operation needs to transfer raw data, whereas a query operation does
not, and in this case the data transport network component is not needed in the
workflow. Diagrams for basic put and get operations are shown in Figure 4.3 and
4.4 respectively.
In a more realistic use case, SHORE is to be deployed on multiple servers or nodes
and to work collaboratively. There then needs to be a peer-to-peer data sharing
between SHORE instances, as proposed in Section 4.4.1. This is managed by the
P2P Database component, together with the P2P Manager component in Figure 4.2.
More specifically, P2P Database keeps a list of all SHORE instances running on the
same network. If a requested data object cannot be found in the local SHORE
instance, the P2P Database component then queries other SHORE instances for it,
and then returns to the client.
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Basic Data Put Diagram
A Basic Workflow for A Data Put Operation
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Figure 4.3: Shown is the internal work flow of a basic put operation of SHORE.
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Basic Data Get Diagram
A Basic Workflow for A Data Get Operation
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Figure 4.4: Shown is the internal work flow of a basic get operation of SHORE.
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Depending on specific plugin implementations, data object IDs and their corresponding SHORE instances can be cached in P2P Database using a key-value pattern.
The remote query cost can then be saved if a request hits the local cache. Similarly,
a certain plugin implementation of P2P Database can be based on an in-memory
database, to save query time.
In situations where a client is not able to connect to a SHORE instance from the
peer-to-peer network, the local SHORE instance can help complete the data request
on the client’s behalf through the P2P Manager component. This is especially helpful
in a complex network configuration where multiple routers and firewalls exist, and
the client is therefore not able to connect to some of the SHORE instances.
Another essential component is Storage Hierarchy, which addresses the SystemLevel I/O Infrastructure layer in Figure 4.1. Plugins for this component can be
implemented to provide virtual system I/O interfaces, for instance, a filesystem
interface on a non-filesystem storage hierarchy.
In addition to these major components, there are also optional ones providing extra functionalities to the SHORE Infrastructure layer. For example, the In-Situ
Processor component enables a SHORE instance to execute data processing applications in place. The Profiler component provides a profiling framework to record and
analyze I/O performance. Profiler plugins can be implemented to store performance
figures into databases, and then apply data mining or machine learning techniques
on the statistics to provide intelligent suggestions on choosing storage backends.
As a distributed system, SHORE needs to be controlled from a remote terminal. The
Authentication component is then responsible for verifying if a remote controlling
command is from an authenticated administrator. Similarly, for user-level data
requests, the Message Corrector is used to check if a request is logically correct
before pushing it to the event queue.
The components mentioned above have been integrated into the original SHORE
architecture. In the meantime, the SHORE Infrastructure layer is an open design,
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therefore, it allows more components and plugins to be added and put into specific
workflows. In this way, SHORE can be used in the future and customized for various
storage infrastructures at a low cost, without changing its architecture. Furthermore,
this separates the complexity for users, storage manufacturers, software engineers
and I/O optimization engineers, and enables them to work separately on their own
plugins, and then put together to achieve good efficiency.

SHORE Storage Backend Layer

The Storage Backend layer of the SHORE architecture addresses the applicationlevel data I/O interface in Figure 4.1, which includes but is not limited to I/O
libraries, databases, and storage engines. Based on the data model unification and
basic data operation workflows presented in previous sections, storage backend plugins finally complete the SHORE architecture by providing the underlying data
storage functionality.
The reason for separating the Storage Backend layer from the Infrastructure layer
is because that Infrastructure components mostly only need to be instantiated once
throughout the execution of a SHORE instance, while Storage Backend plugins need
to be instantiated on a dynamic basis. For instance, the message network component
needs to interact with clients and other SHORE instances, and therefore, once a
certain plugin based on a certain network protocol is chosen for the entire set of
deployments, it cannot be changed to others. Otherwise, if one of the SHORE
instance switches its message network component from one plugin to another, which
uses another network protocol, then it loses the ability to communicate with other
SHORE instances, as well as clients that are still using the original plugin.
On the other hand, a Storage Backend plugin is usually instantiated dynamically,
immediately after a data request is received and processed. This is because when
SHORE is deployed in a data intensive environment, there can possibly exist a
large number of Storage Backend plugin instances simultaneously. As a result, it
71
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requires the Storage Backend layer to use a different mechanism to manage and
instantiate plugins, compared to what is used in the Infrastructure layer. Unlike
other SHORE layers that only keeps a single instance of a component class at a
time, the Storage Backend layer allows multiple different storage backend instances
to work simultaneously.
Storage backend plugins included in the original SHORE architecture design by this
work can be divided into three categories: filesystem based data formats, in-memory
stores, and databases. In the meanwhile, SHORE allows any other storage backend
categories to be added. As Storage Backend is a fundamental component of SHORE,
more details on the design and its originally integrated plugins will be presented in
upcoming sections.

SHORE Client

The SHORE Client layer provides the application interface to user applications.
A SHORE user application could be a standalone data processing application, a
data processing pipeline, a dataflow management system, or the I/O sub-system
of a software platform. SHORE Client is designed in a way that it can be either linked as a standalone library enabling a user application to connect a remote
SHORE instance, or re-used by a SHORE instance itself as a component to issue
P2P requests.
Following the ‘A Concise Interface’ principle established in Section 4.1.3, the SHORE
Client layer is designed to provide only six API functions: Put, Get, Delete, Query,
Copy and Move. The Put operation writes a column, or a portion of a column, of
a SHORE data object, where a portion can be at minimum a single cell of a table.
The Get operation reads data at the same scale. User applications can also check if
a data object, or a column of a data object, is existing, using the Query operation.
When a data object, or a column of a data object, is no longer needed, the Delete
operation can be used to remove it. A column is the minimum unit that the Delete
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operation is able to handle, because many storage backends are based on highly
structured pre-defined data aligning patterns, in which partially deleting data does
not actually release storage space. Even for more flexible and dynamic storage
backends that are optimized for such operations, partially deleting column data still
breaks its coalesced data structure, and therefore potentially causes performance
issues for reading. A better practice is to keep the data as it is, if the unwanted
proportion is minor. In case the majority of a column is unwanted, user applications
can copy the desirable part of the column to a new column, and delete the entire
old column.
The Copy operation is therefore another necessary interface that SHORE Client
provides. Another typical scenario for the Copy operation is to duplicate data
objects or columns across storage hierarchies for better run-time I/O performance.
It can also copy data across storage backends, as well as SHORE instances. Similarly,
the Move operation can move a data object or a column across storage hierarchies,
storage backends, as well as SHORE instances. It can also be used to rename a data
object or a column, which is similar to the POSIX mv command.
The minimum functional specification of the SHORE Client interface is given
in Table 4.1. Due to space constraints, listed functions and parameters are only
compulsory ones for basic SHORE workflows. Optional interfaces such as parameters
for specifying storage hierarchies, storage backends, or SHORE instances are not
listed. For operations such as Copy or Move, these optional parameters may also be
used on a frequent basis.

4.4.3

Implementation

Since the SHORE architecture is highly based on dynamic plugin loading and executing processes, it is implemented using Python as the main programming language. As a dynamically-typed object-oriented language, Python largely simplifies
the development process, compared to strongly-typed languages such as C or C++.
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Table 4.1: Shown is the minimum functional specification of the SHORE Client interface. Due to space constraints, listed are
only functions and input parameters that are compulsory for basic SHORE workflows.
Function
Put
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Get

Input
Data (numpy.ndarray), Data Object ID (str),
Column Name (str), Row ID (int),
Number of Rows (int)
Data Object ID (str), Column Name (str),
Row ID (int), Number of Rows (int)
Data Object ID (str), Column Name (str)

Delete

Data Object ID (str), Column Name (str)
Source Data Object ID (str),
Target Data Object ID (str),
Source Column Name (str),
Target Column Name (str),
Row ID (int), Number of Rows (int)

Copy,
Move

Scope

Self-explanatory Error Info (dict)

Target SHORE Instance

Data (numpy.ndarray),
Self-explanatory Error Info (dict)

Target SHORE Instance,
Peer-to-peer Network
Target SHORE Instance,
Self-explanatory Meta-data (dict)
Peer-to-peer Network
Self-explanatory Error Info (dict) Target SHORE Instance

Self-explanatory Error Info (dict)

Target SHORE Instance,
Peer-to-peer Network
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Another advantage of Python is that it is written in C, and therefore, it provides
an excellent support for embedding C or C++ code. This is of special interest,
considering that many storage backends are native C/C++ libraries.
Furthermore, since SHORE is expected to solve a wide range of data intensive
problems, there may be situations where the execution efficiency of Python code no
longer satisfies user applications. In this case, relevant plugins can be re-written in
C to improve the efficiency, and then integrated back to the Python environment
through Cython [67]. The CPickle module of Python is a successful example that
has improved the execution efficiency of the original Python based Pickle module
by orders of magnitude [68].
In the original SHORE implementation, a C binding of SHORE Client developed
using Cython [67] has also been included, to provide C and C++ user application support. In addition to this, there has also been an OpenCL binding and a
CUDA binding of SHORE Client, which extends the C binding with the ability of
transferring data directly from / to GPU memory, and potentially other on-device
memory as well. More details on manipulating on-device memory will be presented
in upcoming sections. Other language bindings can also be added to expose SHORE
to a wider range of user applications.

4.4.4

Deployment

The SHORE architecture allows deployment in several modes. A typical SHORE
instance runs as a service daemon in the background on a remote storage server,
which could be, but is not limited to a standalone server, a node of a cluster or
supercomputer, an HSM sever of a hierarchical storage, or a cloud storage host. In
this case, the local user machine needs to use SHORE Client to communicate with
the remote SHORE instance. Shown in Figure 4.5 illustrates a basic use case scenario
for such a deployment, in which SHORE Client is imported as a standalone library
module by user applications.
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In situations where the local user machine is also included in storage hierarchies,
SHORE can also be deployed locally. As shown in Figure 4.6, in this case, a user
application can import the entire SHORE as a library module. Instead of launching
SHORE as a background service daemon, the user application can start SHORE
service within its own process. A huge advantage by doing so is that the user application can then share memory objects with local storage hierarchies. Especially for
in-memory store and on-device memory hierarchies, such a deployment can largely
improve the efficiency as a SHORE data object can be directly accessed from user
applications, without going through the network interface between SHORE and
SHORE Client.

4.5

Event, Task and Workflow

While the previous section has presented an overall architecture of SHORE at a
relatively high level, starting from this section, some of the core components of
SHORE will be introduced in more details. This begins with a combination of the
event channel, task manager and workflow manager components, which collaborate
closely to provide a set of fundamental services for handling data requests.

4.5.1

Task Dictionary and Event Handling

In the SHORE architecture, a task addresses a data request from client, while an
event is generated every time when a task is handed over from one SHORE plugin
to another. A SHORE task is described using a Python dictionary that contains the
data request information in a key-value manner. A typical SHORE task dictionary
should contain at least these key-value pairs:
{‘doid’: ‘example’,
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Figure 4.5: Shown is a use case scenario for a remote SHORE deployment. User applications use SHORE Client as a standalone
library module in this case.
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Figure 4.6: Shown is a use case scenario for a local SHORE deployment. A user application directly starts SHORE service, and
SHORE Client is reused in SHORE as a component.
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‘column’: ‘data_Float’,
‘row’: 0,
‘rows’: 1,
‘datatype’: dtype(‘float32’),
‘shape’: [25600, 200],
‘operation’: ‘put’,
‘backend’: ‘gridfs’}

In this example, a SHORE task is described to put a two-dimensional data array into
Row 0 of the data_Float column of the data object example, using the gridfs
storage backend. The shape of the data array is 25600 by 200.
During the process that a SHORE task is going through SHORE plugins, each plugin
may create additional keys and values to the task dictionary. For instance, a Task
ID Generator plugin adds a key-value pair in this pattern:
‘task_id’: UUID(‘67a3b1f3-0d60-11e6-9a44-685b3595a10b’)
This is to assign an instance-wide unique task ID for later events to identify the
task. A list of some commonly used key-value pairs are given in Table 4.2. SHORE
allows new plugins to define new keys in task dictionary.
For event handling, an event handler function and an event pushing function are
defined in the SHORE plugin base class. When a plugin is instantiated, it registers
its event handling function to the event channel, and let the event channel register
its event pushing function. In this way, all plugin instances are able to push events
to the event channel, and handle events coming from the event channel as well.

4.5.2

Workflow Manager

The workflow manager is hereby introduced to provide these plugins with information for determining whether they should respond to a certain event. This is also
achieved by having a workflow manager plugin add a workflow key to a task dic79
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Table 4.2: Shown is a list of commonly used keys of a SHORE task dictionary.
Definition
Data Object ID (str)
Column Name (str)
Row ID of Initial Row for Data Operation (int)
Number of Contiguous Rows for Data Operation (int)
Data Type of Requested Data (dtype)
Shape of Requested Data (list)
Requested Operation (str)

Example Value
‘example_data_object’
‘example_column’
0
100
dtype(‘float32’)
[25600, 200]
‘put’

backend

Target Storage Backend (str)

‘hdf5’

workflow

Sequence of Plugins to Serve Task (list)

task_id

Unique Task ID (UUID)

data

Raw Data (numpy.ndarray)

error

Self-Explanatory Error Info (dict)

profiling

Profiling Information (dict)

[‘task_manager’,
‘storage_backend’,
‘transport’]
UUID(‘67a3b1f3’)
array([[2, 0, 3],
[0, 1, 0]], dtype=int32)
{‘backend’: ‘wrong filename’}
{‘storage_backend’: 35.28,
‘data_transfer_network’: 12.86}

Added by
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client, Profiler,
or Data Object Database
Workflow Manager
Task ID Generator
Data Transport Network
or Storage Backend
All Plugins
All Plugins
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Key
doid
column
row
rows
datatype
shape
operation
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tionary. Carrying the workflow list with the task dictionary, the event handler of a
plugin can then determine whether it should respond to the task.
SHORE allows a task to be processed using either a static workflow or a dynamic
workflow. In a static workflow, all tasks within a SHORE instance are processed by
the same set of plugin instances that are created with the SHORE instance. In a
dynamic workflow, however, when a data request is issued, the Workflow Manager
creates a set of new plugin instances to serve the request dedicatedly.

Static Workflow

A simple key-value pair generated by a static workflow manager plugin to add to
the task dictionary could be a list such as:
‘workflow’: [‘authentication’,
‘message_corrector’,
‘task_id_generator’,
‘data_object_database’,
‘message_network’,
‘task_manager’,
‘storage_backend’,
‘profiler’,
‘data_transport_network’]
In this example, upon a data request, the Authentication component first checks if
the request is issued from a trusted host. Then the message corrector component
checks if the request message is correct in logic. For instance, a put operation should
always come with shape and data type information, otherwise, message corrector
will reject the request. Once the request message is validated, Task ID Generator allocates an instance-wide unique ID to the task. The task is then handed over to the
Data Object Database component for querying meta-data of the data object, which
is sent back to the requester together with the unique task ID, through the mes81
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sage network component. In the meanwhile, the task is put into the task manager,
waiting for the requester to respond. After the requester has received meta-data,
it issues a data transfer request through the Data Transfer Network component.
The task manager component identifies the request by its unique task ID, and then
sends the request to the Storage Backend component for accessing raw data. While
accessing the raw data, the I/O throughput figure is recorded, and put into the
task dictionary. This is then picked up by the Profiler component, and put into its
underlying profiling database. Finally, requested raw data is transferred through
the Data Transfer Network.
The advantage of a static workflow is that it saves the system cost for instantiating
dedicated plugins for each SHORE task. It is suitable for deployment cases where
data intensive workflows are relatively centralized, for instance, an HSM server that
provides the accessibility to a large number of client hosts or compute nodes. However, in this case, a plugin instance need to serve a large number of tasks simultaneously, and therefore, only thread-safe plugins can work properly in this mode.

Dynamic Workflow

In a dynamic workflow, the value of the workflow key is not a list of plugin name
strings, but rather a list of plugin instances. Upon a data request, the Workflow
Manager instantiates a group of plugins dedicated to the task, and hands over the
task to the initial plugin instance. After the initial plugin has finished processing,
it then finds the next step’s plugin instance, and pass the task dictionary directly
to the next-step plugin’s event handler, without going through the global event
channel. By bypassing the global event channel, a dynamic workflow can then be,
to the largest extent, separated from other workflows, to avoid thread safety issues.
Many storage backend libraries do not provide a thread safe API. Implementing
SHORE plugins based on such storage backends in a thread safe way then takes
significantly more effort, as it needs to manage multiple context instances of the
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storage backends in a static manner. In this situation, a dynamic SHORE workflow
can directly use a plugin that is based on a non-thread-safe storage backend API,
since its context is already wrapped in the plugin instance and is dedicated to a
single SHORE task.

Graph Based Workflow

A workflow manager plugin can be implemented to vary SHORE workflows from
two aspects. Firstly, it can create workflows in arbitrary plugin sequences. At this
level, plugin sequences are defined in JSON scripts, which can be loaded at run time.
Secondly, different workflow manager plugins can define different transition structures for workflows. For instance, instead of describing workflows using lists, more
complex structures such as trees or graphs can also be used to describe workflows.
Using these structures, a workflow manager can define more complex relations between plugins, such as branching and joining. This can significantly improve the
system efficiency when many plugins in a workflow do not have sequential dependencies.
Taking this into account, a graph based workflow manager plugin is also included
into the original SHORE implementation. Using the graph based workflow manager,
the example workflow given above can be improved and described as:
‘workflow’: {‘nodes’: [ {‘plugin’ : ‘authentication’, ‘id’ : 0},
{‘plugin’ : ‘message_corrector’, ‘id’ : 1},
{‘plugin’ : ‘task_id_generator’, ‘id’ : 2},
{‘plugin’ : ‘data_object_database’, ‘id’ : 3},
{‘plugin’ : ‘message_network’, ‘id’ : 4},
{‘plugin’ : ‘task_manager’, ‘id’ : 5},
{‘plugin’ : ‘storage_backend’, ‘id’ : 6},
{‘plugin’ : ‘profiler’, ‘id’ : 7},
{‘plugin’ : ‘data_transport_network’, ‘id’ : 8} ],
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‘edges’: [ {‘source’ : 0, ‘target’ : 1},
{‘source’ : 0, ‘target’ : 2},
{‘source’ : 1, ‘target’ : 3},
{‘source’ : 2, ‘target’ : 3},
{‘source’ : 3, ‘target’ : 4},
{‘source’ : 3, ‘target’ : 5},
{‘source’ : 5, ‘target’ : 6},
{‘source’ : 6, ‘target’ : 7},
{‘source’ : 6, ‘target’ : 8} ] }

The graph it describes is shown in Figure 4.7. Similar to the workflow lists, graphs
can also be described in JSON scripts that are loadable at run time.
The graph based workflow manager can also generate both static and dynamic workflows. The example shown above can be used as a static workflow. While working
with dynamic workflows, plugin name values need to be replaced by plugin instances
after they have been instantiated.

4.6

Network Models

As a distributed system, another essential sub-system that SHORE heavily relies on
is network models. There are four major aspects that SHORE network models need
to give consideration to, including the message network, the data transfer network,
the peer-to-peer network, and the MPI network.

4.6.1

Message Network

As is mentioned a number of times in previous sections, the message network is
responsible for the communications between clients and SHORE daemons, for data
requests and responses. Such communications are usually based on small messages.
For instance, a JSON script describing a SHORE data request is usually ranging
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Graph Based Workflow Example
Authentication
id : 0

Message Corrector
id : 1

Task ID Generator
id : 2

Data Object Database
id : 3

Task Manager
id : 5

Message Network
id : 4

Storage Backend
id : 6

Data Transport Network
id : 7

Profiler
id : 8

Figure 4.7: Shown is a graph based SHORE workflow example. Using graph
based workflows, one SHORE plugin can push events to, as well as receive events
from, multiple plugins. This improves the system efficiency when many plugins in
a workflow do not have sequential dependencies.
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from a few tens of bytes to several KB in size. In terms of the message size, this is
trivial to contemporary network technologies. Taking advantage of the completely
decentralized system design, the number of messages in a certain SHORE instance
can also be controlled within a reasonable range, as the data requests will be naturally distributed across multiple SHORE instances. However, it needs to provide
an excellent cross-platform support, since SHORE is supposed to be deployed on a
wide range of hardware and software environments, including storage servers, HSM
servers, GPU workstations, supercomputers, database facilities, personal computers
running a variety of operating systems, and so on.
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [69] is one of the traditional standards designed to provide a cross-platform communication environment.
More recently, there have been a number of light-weight message queue systems
achieving similar goals, such as ZeroMQ [70], RabbitMQ [71], ActiveMQ [72], and
Message Bus [73]. Balancing between these standards for the ease of use, the range
of language bindings, and the community support, ZeroMQ is adopted in SHORE’s
default message network plugin implementation.
The plugin uses ZeroMQ ROUTER and DEALER sockets for parallel message handling. More specifically, upon parallel data requests, the ZeroMQ DEALER distributes them to ZeroMQ Workers in a load balanced manner. A ZeroMQ Worker
then puts its socket handler into the task dictionary, and push the task into the
SHORE event channel, which then passes to the workflow manager. The event
channel and the workflow manager runs in a single plugin instance respectively, and
this needs a thread-safe implementation for both plugins.
If SHORE is working in the static workflow mode, then subsequent steps are all
processed in the same set of plugins. In this case, all plugins involved need to be
thread-safe.
Otherwise, if dynamic workflows are applied, then each task is processed by an
independent set of plugins, as shown in Figure 4.8. There are three message channels
for tasks to be distributed to, in the example shown in Figure 4.8, which are [1, 2,
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3, 6, 9, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20], [1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 14, 17, 19, 20], and [1, 2, 5, 8, 9,
12, 15, 18, 19, 20]. Each of them is completely independent of others. When the
entire workflow is finished, the task sends a receipt message to the client through the
ZeroMQ Worker, DEALER and ROUTER path, using the socket handler embedded
in its dictionary.
Due to the fact that ZeroMQ REP and REQ sockets can only process requests and
replies in pairs, all these message channels work in a blocking style, which means
that each channel can respond to a ZeroMQ REQ of an upcoming task only after
the ZeroMQ REP of the current task is completed. As a result, the only way for this
plugin to scale the concurrency of the message network is to increase the number
of ZeroMQ Workers. The number of maximum concurrent active workflows then
automatically matches it.
ZeroMQ supports sending and receiving JSON scripts directly, with automatic
Python dictionary encoding and decoding. This feature is used in the default message network plugin of SHORE. Key-value pairs in the task dictionaries that are
not encodable to JSON, such as ZeroMQ socket handlers, are usually for SHORE
daemon internal use only, and are therefore removed before sending back to clients.

4.6.2

Data Transfer Network

The data transfer network is different from the message network in that it handles
much bigger data. As the data size transferred increases, error detection and correction is becoming more critical. In current radio telescope data processing pipelines,
it is not unusual to transfer hundreds of GB at a time. For SKA, this number could
easily increase by orders of magnitude.
In this area, one of the technologies highlighted in the SKA Science Data Processor
architecture design is the TANGO Control System [74]. It is originally based on
CORBA [69], and has recently replaced the CORBA based event system with ZeroMQ, while a complete replacement is also in plan [75]. Taking this into account,
87
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s d ZeroMQ Multi-thread Communication Pattern

ZeroMQ REQ

SHORE Client

1:

20:

ZeroMQ ROUTER
2 : 19:

ZeroMQ DEALER

SHORE Daemon - Message Network

16:

3:

4 : 17:

ZeroMQ Worker (REP)

18:

ZeroMQ Worker (REP)
6:

SHORE Daemon - Event Channel

5:

7:

ZeroMQ Worker (REP)
8:

Event Channel

13:

9:

SHORE Daemon - Workflow Manager

15:
14:

Workflow Manager
10:

11:

Workflow Plugins

Workflow Plugins

12:

Workflow Plugins

SHORE Daemon - Infrastructure

Figure 4.8: Shown is the multi-thread communication pattern of the ZeroMQ based
message network plugin, using a 3-thread example. It is based on the ROUTER and
DEALER sockets of ZeroMQ to achieve multi-thread message handling. There are
three message channels in the example, which are [1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20],
[1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 14, 17, 19, 20], and [1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 12, 15, 18, 19, 20]. Each of them is
independent of others, and works in a blocking style. Dynamic SHORE workflows
are used in the example.
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as well as the fact that a ZeroMQ based message network plugin is already implemented, the default data transport network plugin of SHORE is also implemented
using ZeroMQ.
The ZeroMQ message network plugin can then be largely reused. Moreover, without
the filesystem dependency, the SHORE data model naturally allows data operations
at a flexible granularity. For instance, in traditional filesystem based storage systems, the most bandwidth-efficient way (not data-efficient) of data transfer is usually
transferring entire files, since in this case, data transfers do not need to touch the
internal structure of files. Using the SHORE data model, however, the granularity
of data operations can be dynamically adjusted towards the optimal throughput by
varying the granularity to table column or table cell level.
The purpose for separating the data transport network and the message network is
to isolate functionalities as much as possible. Thus, if a more suitable data transfer
technique is discovered, it can be implemented fast and cheap as an alternative
plugin.
Unlike the message network that transfers JSON scripts, the data transport network
serializes data using CPickle [68]. CPickle is an object serializer integrated in the
standard Python distribution, and proved to be efficient enough while serializing
and deserializing large data objects in preliminary testing of this work.

4.6.3

Peer-to-Peer Network

The use of a peer-to-peer network pattern for data sharing and transporting has
been exploited since the appearance of torrent [76] and ed2k [77]. These protocols
have grown up and created the two most popular online file sharing communities,
BitTorrent and eMule, and have been sharing billions of files all over the world.
In either of the two networks, there are servers open for users to connect. Once a
user is connected to a server, the server can obtain the user’s information on the
89
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fractions of data that the user possesses, and forward this information together with
the user’s IP address to other users who desire these data fractions. Servers can talk
to each other to share this information too, so that users from different regions, or
interested in different data contents, are united. Every user in the world can then
become part of the data source through such an open network.
SHORE applies this idea on sharing scientific data. There are several aspects that
need to be considered differently from sharing general purpose data. Firstly, compared to an open data sharing network like torrent, a scientific data storage environment is usually relatively closed. Unlike in the torrent or ed2k network where a
user may also desire American movies while downloading African music, it would
be very unusual to see a radio astronomer acquiring biological data. A scientific
data network is thus more centralized in a project-oriented nature, as vastly most
data transfers happen within the domain of a certain project, or a group of related
projects. The number of users or servers in a scientific data network is therefore
far less than that of a general purpose data sharing network. This makes it possible to keep a full list of all SHORE instances on every storage server in a set of
deployments.
The second difference is data lifecycle management. In a torrent or ed2k network,
this is completely distributed to users. Servers in such networks normally do not
store any data files, but rather only meta-data and client information. Whether a
file is available then depends on whether all data fractions of that file can be found
from connected users. When a file loses its popularity and users tend to delete it,
or users possessing it tend to stay offline, it may become unavailable. In a scientific
data network, however, there are usually rules to determine when to keep or delete a
dataset. Data lifecycle management is thus centralized to the process that executes
these rules, and this process is always put into effect on storage servers rather than
user clients.
Thirdly, a scientific data sharing network often needs to address real-time requirements, while torrent or ed2k does not. This is especially true when SHORE is
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densely deployed on compute nodes of a supercomputer, as applications running
in such a situation usually expect lightening fast responses for enabling concurrent
data processing.
Fourthly, in the SHORE architecture, a data object is managed at a single storage
server in most cases, even though different columns could be distributed to multiple
storage hierarchies as well as multiple storage backends within the control of that
storage server. The environment then does not need to be aware of data availability
at a small data fraction level as torrent or ed2k does. Furthermore, in the field of
scientific data storage, gigabyte level datasets take a considerable large proportion,
and the trend is to grow up to the terabyte level, whereas most data files in torrent
or ed2k are at the megabyte level or even lower. As a result, the metadata ratio
for locating data in a scientific data sharing network is significantly lower than that
in torrent or ed2k. Managing this metadata using an in-memory database for fast
responses then becomes possible.
Considering all these together, the default peer-to-peer database plugin of SHORE
is designed to have an in-memory MongoDB instance for managing a full list of
connectable SHORE servers. The same MongoDB instance also records the ID of
every remote data object that the local SHORE server has been queried for, and the
address of the remote SHORE server that it belongs to. A data object ID and its
responsible SHORE server address are stored in as a key-value pair, which can be
encoded into less than 100 Bytes. Assuming a set of SHORE deployments manage 1
exa-bytes (EB) of data in total, with the size of each data object ranging from 1 GB
to 1 TB, the total number of such key-value pairs for all data objects would be 106
to 109 . Then it takes approximately 100 MB to 100 GB to store all these key-value
pairs. Therefore, even if every SHORE server keeps a full copy of all data objects’
location information, it is still manageable on current servers at a normal cost. In a
more realistic scenario, data objects that are so popular that every SHORE instance
has been queried for are usually a minor proportion of all data objects, which makes
it much less intense.
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For inter-server communications, the default peer-to-peer manager plugin reuses the
SHORE client and the message network components. Upon a peer-to-peer request,
the peer-to-peer manager queries the peer-to-peer database. If the requested data
object is not found, then it calls SHORE client’s query interface with addresses
of known remote SHORE servers. The query task is then handled by a standard
workflow, and is finally offloaded to a message network plugin.
The peer-to-peer mechanism of SHORE is the key feature to address its functionality
as a cloud environment. Usually, in an HPC environment, storage resources are
highly centralized through shared filesystems. A cloud environment, however, is
different in that storage resources can be either centralized or decentralized, and
this pattern should be completely hidden from users. By enabling SHORE to work
in this peer-to-peer manner, it provides the possibility to manage the access to
data in multiple data centers, storage infrastructures, or even personal computers
in highly unified way. In the meantime, it does not require users to be aware of
the location, storage hardware, or software environment, and thus establish a cloud
storage service.

4.6.4

MPI Network

Many data formats for high performance computing are dependent on MPI [78]
while working in a collective manner, for example, HDF5, NetCDF and ADIOS.
MPI is mainly used to coordinate concurrent operations such as creating a file from
multiple processes simultaneously, and provide a low-level collective I/O framework.
To work properly with these storage backends, SHORE also provides an MPI friendly
environment through the MPI for Python library [79, 80].
Similar to AdiosStMan, the MPI for Python library wraps the original C MPI in
both explicit and implicit styles, meaning that user applications can either manually
manage initialization and finalization, or leave it to the library for automatic management. Considering that MPI is constrained to be initialized only once throughout
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a process, an individual component is added to SHORE and is dedicated to keeping
the MPI environment active for any other plugin to use at any time.
This MPI Manager component automatically functions when a group of SHORE
instances are launched using an MPI application launcher, such as mpirun. For
data requests that involve MPI based storage backends, the MPI environment can
then automatically apply on the storage backend plugin, as they are within the same
process.
When SHORE is deployed on supercomputer nodes, an MPI Manager plugin can
be used as an alternative message network plugin for peer-to-peer queries. It provides significantly higher throughput and lower latency since MPI messages on such
systems usually go through an Infiniband network, while ordinary message network
plugins are implemented based on IP networks.

4.7

Storage Hierarchies and Storage Backends

Storage hierarchies and backends are where data is physically stored, and therefore,
using them correctly can largely improve the overall performance of SHORE. With
the SHORE architecture, it is easier than ever before to cross-test and optimize
various storage backends for various data requirements. This section will give a
review of storage backend techniques across storage hierarchies, and then present
some storage backend plugins implemented in this work.

4.7.1

A Review of Storage Backend Techniques

SHORE is designed to exploit a wide range of storage backends, which include but
are not limited to filesystem based data formats, databases, storage engines, and
object stores. These storage backends may work across multiple storage hierarchies,
for example, tapes, mechanical disks, SSDs, NVRAM, RAM, GPU RAM and other
93
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on-device RAM.
Traditionally, filesystem based data formats have been the most effective way of
dealing with scientific data. They usually target a particular science scenario, or
a set of similar science scenarios, where numerical arrays are the major data form.
Such array data is often stored in its native pattern, and therefore it can be written
or read very efficiently, sometimes approaching the theoretical I/O bandwidth of
storage hardware. This type of storage backends work on any storage hierarchies
that provide a filesystem interface, for example, disks, SSDs, in-memory disks, and
some tape storage systems that come with a filesystem-enabled HSM.
Some good examples of filesystem based data formats are FITS [11], HDF5 [5],
NetCDF [51] and ADIOS [6]. In these data formats, FITS has been most commonly
used in radio astronomy. However, there has also been a debate on how far FITS
can still go since it does not support parallel IO [81] [82]. HDF5 and ADIOS are
more suitable solutions for future systems that desire a parallel storage backend.
Especially, ADIOS is designed for large scale parallel I/O, and in some cases, proved
to be 1000 times faster than other parallel IO libraries [31].
For traditional filesystem based data formats, metadata management usually relies
on a combination of directory hierarchies, file names, and file headers. This model
may not be easily scalable beyond petabyte scale, especially when there is a need
for indexing or querying, which is the specialty of databases. However, very few
traditional databases provide native support to the major form of scientific data,
numeric arrays. In order to make use of them, array data must be serialized before
ingestion, which limits the I/O throughput as well as the flexibility for slicing. As
a result, a trend for managing scientific data over the past one or two decades is to
use a hybrid database and data file approach [83], which uses databases to manage
metadata while data is still stored in files.
In the meanwhile, attempts are still being made to directly store large numerical array data in databases, for example, one of the few scientific data oriented databases,
SciDB [56]. Some newer generation databases such as MongoDB [44] also offer
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bytes-in/bytes-out interfaces that can be used to directly store array data without
additional costs.
Another trend for newer generation databases is to separate the query interface
and storage engines. This provides the flexibility for a database to use different
underlying storage engines. A good example is WiredTiger [45], which has been
recently adopted in MongoDB [44] as one of its optional storage engines. One
implication of this is that such storage engines can also be used as SHORE storage
backends. By bypassing the database query interface, it can possibly provide higher
throughput than using a fully functioned database.
As a type of SHORE storage backends, databases may work on an even wider range
of storage hierarchies than data files. Most databases are built upon filesystems,
and therefore, they can work on any storage hierarchies that provide filesystem
interfaces. Some databases, such as MySQL [84], can also use raw disk partitions
without filesystems being involved. In addition to these, many databases support
in-memory storage, which is able to manage data completely in system memory.
Another type of storage backends that SHORE can potentially make use of is object
stores. Some parallel filesystems, Lustre for instance, are essentially based on object
stores, while some object stores, such as Ceph [41], also provide filesystem interfaces.
While these object store based filesystems are being used as SHORE storage backends, data is eventually managed by the underlying object stores. This implies the
possibility that higher throughput could be expected by bypassing the filesystem
interface and directly using object stores as SHORE storage backends. However,
deploying such object stores usually need system administrator permissions, which
is usually not available on general purpose supercomputers or data centers. Even
on dedicated facilities, the cost for setting up and operating such object stores at a
sensible scale could still be fairly expensive.
Driven by the real-time processing requirements from the financial market, many
databases have supported in-memory storage engines, as well as a hybrid of memory
and disks. Similar ideas are also seen in RAM disks, which provide in-memory
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virtual disk environments for filesystems to reside in. These together form the RAM
storage hierarchy on top of ordinary disk based storage systems.
With the fast development of heterogeneous computing over the past decade, ondevice memory, such as GPU memory and Xeon Phi on-chip memory, are increasingly considered as another storage hierarchy in the HPC community [85]. This is
especially important when multiple tasks running on an accelerator are dynamically
scheduled sharing the same memory space, as achieved in Softshell [86]. Building
storage backends at this hierarchy can help SHORE manage data residence and
transfers more efficiently, especially when multiple relevant tasks are being processing on an accelerator simultaneously or in sequence.

4.7.2

HDF5 Plugin

As one of the most widely used scientific data formats, HDF5 is first taken into
account. The HDF5 plugin belongs to the file storage backend category and is able
to work on any storage hierarchies that provide a filesystem interface. Every SHORE
data object using this plugin is put into an individual HDF5 file, while a column is
put into an HDF5 dataset. Each HDF5 dataset is multi-dimensional, with one extra
dimension reserved for the rows of SHORE data objects.
HDF5 offers the flexibility of accessing array slices, as well as rewriting data for
arbitrary shaped slices. While being deployed in an MPI environment, the HDF5
plugin can also take advantage of the MPI network introduced in Section 4.6.4, to
collectively access a single SHORE data object, which is essentially a single HDF5
file on the shared filesystem in this case, from multiple compute nodes.

4.7.3

ADIOS Plugin

Since ADIOS has shown excellent performance for parallel writing in previous chapters, it is implemented as another file based SHORE storage backend. The ADIOS
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plugin is adjusted to the SHORE data model in a very similar way to the HDF5
plugin, except for replacing the HDF5 dataset with the ADIOS VAR. It can also use
the MPI network for collective I/O, but due to the limitation of ADIOS, it does not
support slicing or rewriting. The update mode of the POSIX transport method of
ADIOS version 1.9.0 is used, to overcome the limitation that the global array size
must be smaller than the buffer size on each node.

4.7.4

MongoDB Plugin

MongoDB is one of the most popular NoSQL databases, and has been therefore
implemented as a database storage backend of SHORE. Using the MongoDB plugin,
each row of a SHORE data object is put into a MongoDB document, with some keyvalue pairs specifying the row and column identifiers, as well as other meta-data.
Data needs to be serialized before being stored in MongoDB documents, and this
work is done using CPickle [68]. The serialization process limits the possibility of
accessing sliced data, and therefore, data for a table cell can only be written, read,
or rewritten as a whole.

4.7.5

GridFS Plugin

The MongoDB plugin can only store table cells smaller than 16 MB when the default
storage engine is used, due to a BSON document size limit. In order to break this
limit, I implemented another MongoDB plugin that uses its GridFS storage engine
instead. Other features of the GridFS plugin are identical to that of the original
MongoDB plugin.

4.7.6

Numpy Plugin

The Numpy plugin was implemented as a simple demonstration of the RAM storage
hierarchy. It keeps column data in its native SHORE format, the Numpy array, and
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manages columns and data objects using a Python dict. It supports data slicing
and rewriting as the Numpy interface in flexible enough for these operations.

4.7.7

Ceph Plugin

This plugin was implemented using the Python RADOS interface of Ceph. Data is
accessed using the object store interface directly, without going through the filesystem interface. Similar to the MongoDB plugin, data in Numpy arrays is also serialized using CPickle before being put into Ceph. In terms of data model mapping, a
table cell of a SHORE data object corresponds to a Ceph data object. The identifier
of a Ceph data object is a string containing the SHORE object ID, the column name
and the row number.

4.7.8

OpenCL Plugin

The OpenCL plugin was implemented to optimize data management for OpenCL
C based in-situ processing code, and to address the storage hierarchy of on-device
memory in the meanwhile. Column data is managed as blocks of raw buffer in ondevice memory. On-device memory pointers for multiple columns and data objects
are managed in a list in system memory. Data conversions between C types and
Python types is done through Cython [67].

4.7.9

PyCUDA Plugin

In addition to the OpenCL Plugin that provides the C level accelerator support, I
also implemented a PyCUDA plugin that enables GPU based in-situ processing in
Python CUDA. The PyCUDA API supports Numpy arrays directly in GPU memory,
and therefore, column data can be directly transferred from system memory to GPU
memory in its native SHORE format. Apart from the CPU to GPU data transfer,
other features of the PyCUDA plugin are identical to that of the Numpy Plugin.
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Backend
Category
HDF5
File
ADIOS
File
MongoDB
Database
GridFS
Database
Numpy
Memory
Ceph
Object Store
OpenCL On-device Memory
CUDA
On-device Memory

Object
File
File
Documents
Documents
Python dict
Objects
Raw Buffer
Python dict

Column
Row
Dataset
Part of Dataset
VAR
Part of VAR
Documents
Document
Documents
Document
Numpy Array Numpy Array Slice
Objects
Object
Raw Buffer
Raw Buffer
Numpy Array Numpy Array Slice

Slicing
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Rewrite
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

MPI
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
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Table 4.3: Shown is a list of the storage backend plugins currently integrated in SHORE. Names of the storage backends are given
in the Backend column. The Category column indicates the type of a plugin, for example, if it is based on files or databases. The
Object column indicates the corresponding data unit in a certain storage backend to store a SHORE data object. The Column
column indicates the corresponding data unit in a certain storage backend to store a column of a SHORE data object. The Row
column indicates the corresponding data unit in a certain storage backend to store a table cell of a SHORE data object. The
Slicing, Rewrite, and MPI columns indicate whether such features are supported by a certain storage backend.
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Table 4.3 is a summary of all storage backend plugins that I have implemented.

4.8

In-situ Processing

One of the most serious bottlenecks preventing HPC systems from scaling up is that
the increase in I/O bandwidth has been long falling behind the increase in computing
capacity. Consequently, moving data is becoming increasingly more expensive than
processing it. This drives the development of in-situ processing [87], which aims at
processing data where it is, without moving around. SHORE has considered in-situ
processing as one of the integrants since its origin. It offers multiple possibilities of
achieving in-situ processing, through the application-driven or data-driven manner.

4.8.1

Application-driven In-situ Processing

Traditionally, a typical way of composing a data processing workflow is to put applications sequentially in a job script. In this way, applications or the job script
executing them need to be aware of the data that they process. More specifically,
they need to understand the data location, data format, and the corresponding
software library to handle data correctly.
To enable in-situ processing in this circumstance, applications need to use SHORE
client as the only data I/O interface. SHORE client provides a variety of language bindings to support different data processing applications, currently including Python, C, C++, PyCUDA, CUDA, and OpenCL. Bindings for heterogeneous
computing languages, such as CUDA, PyCUDA and OpenCL, can manage data
transfers between system memory and on-device memory, and therefore enable user
applications to directly access SHORE data objects in on-device memory. These
have covered a wide range of HPC applications using CPUs, GPUs, and potentially other accelerators, while more language bindings can be added to extend the
coverage.
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In a local SHORE deployment, when any of these SHORE client bindings is initialized in an application without specifying a running SHORE daemon, it will launch
an in-process SHORE daemon automatically. Then all data object instances are
shared between the application and the SHORE daemon within the same process,
without duplication or inter-node transfer. When such an application is executed on
multiple compute nodes, processes on each node can then query the local SHORE
daemon for data availability and apply corresponding algorithms accordingly.

4.8.2

Data-driven In-situ Processing

In an application-driven workflow design, applications usually need to manage algorithms and data I/O at the same time. It is very common to see such an application
end up having its algorithm part and data I/O part interleaved in a complicated
pattern. This sometimes makes it extremely difficult to optimize either part.
A methodology to prevent this from happening is to design data-driven workflows
from the very beginning. In such a data-driven workflow, algorithms are implemented and wrapped such that they do not handle any data I/O at all, but rather,
they are fed with all required data from external. Data objects are self-aware of the
algorithms that they need to go through.
SHORE supports data-driven in-situ processing through its in-situ processor component. By deriving from the in-situ processor class, developers can write application
plugins for SHORE to put into its internal workflow graph. When a SHORE data
object is created with in-situ processing specifications, relevant application plugin
information is recorded in the data object database. Then upon a get request, the
workflow manager adds the application plugin in the workflow graph between the
storage backend plugin and the data transport network plugin. In this way, whenever
this data object is requested, SHORE will get it from the storage backend, apply
in-situ processing algorithm on it, and then return the result data to the requester.
Similar processes can also apply on other operation workflows. For example, an
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application plugin can be added into the JSON script of a put operation, so that the
workflow manager will schedule the workflow to execute this application plugin on
the data before it is put into the storage backend. A typical use case of this is data
compression.
The default in-situ processor class implementation of SHORE is only designed for
Python based application plugins that follow the SHORE task dictionary standard.
Such application plugins need to understand SHORE task dictionaries, so that they
can read input data from it, process, write result data back to it, and pass it to
succedent workflow elements. SHORE allows developers to write in-situ processor
classes in other manners, for example, having an abstract layer to wrap the SHORE
task dictionary and providing a cleaner interface. Developers can also rewrite the
in-situ processor class to enable application plugins in other programming languages,
such as PyCUDA, or C through Cython.

4.9

Compression

Data compression is another critical issue for a budget-limited project such as the
SKA, as it can potentially save storage space by orders of magnitude [88, 89].
SHORE provides the possibility of data compression mainly in two ways.
Firstly, many storage backends have compression algorithms integrated in their
frameworks. For instance, HDF5 provides ZLIB and SZIP compression filters, and
also potentially third-party filters if they are registered with The HDF Group. Another example is ADIOS, which can enable ZLIB, BZIP2, or SZIP compression
through its data transformations framework. By enabling such features in storage
backend plugins, data compression is automatically switched on for SHORE when
data is stored using these plugins.
Secondly, standalone compression algorithms can be added into a SHORE workflow
through the in-situ processor. To achieve this, developers first need to write a
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compression plugin following the standard of the in-situ processor component of
SHORE. Then the compression plugin needs to be added to the workflow graph of
the put operation. By executing this workflow graph, data is compressed and then
put into the storage backend together with its compressor information. Upon a get
request, the compressor information will be read back to the task dictionary for the
workflow manager to add the corresponding decompressor to the workflow graph.
It should be noted that these in-situ compressors can only work with storage backends that accept arbitrary data lengths, because in many cases such a compressor
would prefer to use a variable compression rate that results in unpredictable data
lengths. Those highly structured data formats, such as HDF5 or ADIOS, would
not be able to accept such input data, unless the compression algorithm supports
fixed-rate compression or an absolutely safe amount of storage space is reserved.

4.10

Profiling

This section introduces the profiling module of SHORE. It is not unusual that an
I/O system uses profiling techniques to monitor the I/O performance. However,
previous research [6, 31, 2] including the work I presented in previous chapters of
this thesis, tend to utilize static performance figures to analyze system behaviors in
a particular scenario and then optimize accordingly. While this type of analyses can
be very useful in many cases, the effectiveness and efficiency of doing so may often
be limited by a few facts.
Firstly, HPC data systems are complex in the way that a single phenomenon is usually caused by a number of factors. Some of the factors are not changeable as a user,
which sometimes makes it impractical to understand the exact reason for a certain
phenomenon. Secondly, in most systems, configurations are constantly changing.
This includes upgrades or updates in hardware, software, firmware, drivers, system
configurations and so forth. From a user’s point of view, these changes are unpredictable and irreversible. As a result, often times, performance features are not
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re-producible due to these changes. Thirdly, even if such analyses are conducted
successfully and the systems are optimized accordingly, a future system update may
make these optimizations ineffective.
The SHORE system introduced in this chapter, however, attempts to address performance issues from a different perspective. Instead of trying to understand every
single behavior of a data system and optimize it specifically for a certain configuration of the system, SHORE attempts to collect I/O performance statistics, analyze
them, and then make automatic run-time decision based on them to obtain optimized performance by choosing the best available I/O mechanism. This will make
I/O optimization dynamic and take it out of the hands of users. Therefore, unlike
previous chapters, this section will not focus on the detailed analysis of any performance features, but rather describe the framework to enable automatic run-time
analysis and optimization.

4.10.1

Profiling Module Design

One of the goals of designing this data I/O middleware is to provide an environment
that is more friendly than before for comparing performance of storage backends.
Such comparisons can be very expensive using traditional methods. For instance, the
development and testing work of AdiosStMan, which was introduced in Chapter 3,
consumed a few months. Taking advantage of the SHORE plugin architecture,
implementing a SHORE storage backend plugin has already become a few days’ work
while achieving the same goal as what a CTDS storage manager achieves, provided
that SHORE is integrated into CTDS as an alternative table layer implementation,
which will be discussed in the coming chapter. On top of this, a profiling framework
will enable performance comparison and analysis at a significantly lower cost than
before.
To achieve this, a timing feature has been added to the base plugin class of SHORE,
which enables all derived plugins to count the time that they consume. The time
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consumed by every plugin instance in a workflow graph is then put into the task
dictionary. Together with the data size, storage backend, and operation type information, this is finally collected and put into a profiling database by a profiler plugin
that is added at the end of a SHORE workflow. Using this profiling framework, not
only the I/O throughput for a certain storage backend, but also the time cost of
each step of a data operation workflow can be calculated and analyzed.
The analysis work is done in the profiling analyzer component. A profiling analyzer
plugin runs in a separate thread and periodically queries the profiling database to
update the profiling analysis. In the default profiling analyzer plugin implementation, the profiling analysis is an in-memory data structure that keeps some mined
information on the performance comparison between storage backends. When the
profiling analyzer plugin is added into a put operation workflow, it will examine the
properties of data being put, and find the best storage backend for it based on the
profiling analysis.
The current default profiling analyzer plugin is a piece of python code that traverses
the profiling database and examines the I/O throughput for every put operation.
These statistics are gathered for analyzing the impact of the data size of a put operation on the I/O throughput across storage backends. The throughput figures are
averaged on a logarithm basis. For instance, throughput figures for put operations
with data sizes between 16 KB and 32 KB are accumulated into one average number,
while those between 32 KB and 64 KB are averaged into another. Based on this
analysis, when another put operation occurs and writes data into a new data object
without specifying a storage backend, the profiling analyzer will automatically select
the storage backend that has performed best in its data size range.

4.10.2

Performance Results

As a proof of concept, the current default profiling analyzer implementation only
analyzes the data size per put operation and the MPI size. Plugins using more
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sophisticated data mining algorithms, or frameworks such as Spark [90], can be
added in the future to analyze I/O performance across a wider range of statistic
dimensions, including the shape, dimension and type of data, the storage hierarchy,
the MPI size, the data object size, the number of rows, and so on.
To validate this analysis, some random writing tests have been conducted on the
Magnus supercomputer as shown in Figure 4.9, the Titan supercomputer in Figure 4.10, and the Tianhe II supercomputer in Figure 4.11. The Magnus supercomputer at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre has been used in several tests in this
thesis, and its specifications have been introduced in Section 2.3.2 and 3.4. The Titan
supercomputer at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory of the United States is current
ranked the second fastest supercomputer in Top 500 Supercomputer List November
2015 [91], while Tianhe II at the National Supercomputer Center in Guangzhou of
China is ranked number one. Detailed specifications of Tianhe II and Titan are not
included, since the intention of this section is not to benchmark the I/O performance,
but rather it is to validate the profiling and auto-tuning concept of SHORE.
Storage backends used in these tests are ADIOS, HDF5, MongoDB and GridFS.
Array data for each put operation is generated with a random data type, a random
number of dimensions between 1 and 3, and a random length for each dimension
between 100 and 1000.
In these figures, each point represents an average I/O throughput number for all
SHORE put operations at the same data size using a certain storage backend recorded
in the profiling database, while each bar is a second-order average over a certain
range of data sizes. Random jobs were submitted to these systems using from 1
to 50 compute nodes, each node launching a SHORE daemon and a writing test
process, using the MPI environment. The size of a point in the figures reflects the
MPI size used by the put operation. The throughput numbers shown are all counted
for one process on one compute node.
In terms of I/O throughput, ADIOS and HDF5 have shown similar numbers to the
I/O benchmark and AdiosStMan testing in previous chapters of this thesis. This
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Figure 4.9: Shown is the random writing test on the Magnus supercomputer at
the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre of Australia. This test investigates how the
throughput of a single process varies with the data size per put operation. Each
point represents the average throughput over all put operations recorded in the
profiling database for the same data size per operation. These operations could
be for different rows of the same table column of a SHORE data object, or they
could be for different SHORE data objects but happen to write exactly the same
amount of data. Storage backends used in this test are ADIOS, HDF5, MongoDB
and GridFS.
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Figure 4.10: Shown is the random writing test on the Titan supercomputer at
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory of the United States of America. The Titan
supercomputer is ranked Number 2 in the top 500 supercomputer list published in
November 2015 [91]. This test investigates how the throughput of a single process
varies with the data size per put operation. Each point represents the average
throughput over all put operations recorded in the profiling database for the same
data size per operation. These operations could be for different rows of the same
table column of a SHORE data object, or they could be for different SHORE data
objects but happen to write exactly the same amount of data. Storage backends
used in this test are ADIOS, HDF5, MongoDB and GridFS.
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Figure 4.11: Shown is the random writing test on the Tianhe II supercomputer
at the National Supercomputer Center in Guangzhou of China. The Tianhe II
supercomputer is ranked Number 1 in the top 500 supercomputer list published in
November 2015 [91]. This test investigates how the throughput of a single process
varies with the data size per put operation. Each point represents the average
throughput over all put operations recorded in the profiling database for the same
data size per operation. These operations could be for different rows of the same
table column of a SHORE data object, or they could be for different SHORE data
objects but happen to write exactly the same amount of data. Due to technical
problems, ADIOS fails to work on Tianhe II, and therefore the storage backends
used in this test are HDF5, MongoDB and GridFS.
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indicates that SHORE as a middleware is basically transparent in I/O throughput,
and it does not cause noticeable performance variation compared to using these
storage backends directly in user applications.
As ADIOS performs significantly better than other storage backends in some situations, the Magnus and Titan testing figures were plotted in two ways, with ADIOS
and without ADIOS, in order to see profiling details of other storage backends. On
Tianhe II, however, ADIOS could not be setup correctly due to some technical issues, and therefore, Figure 4.11 only compares HDF5, MongoDB and GridFS. This
also demonstrated that as a flexible framework, SHORE is able to operate even if
some plugins are not functioning.

4.10.3

Performance Analysis

Although analyzing the performance results is not the focus of the profiling module
work, some of the features shown in the result figures are still worth discussing.
The tests focused on four storage backends, of which ADIOS and HDF5 are based
on files while MongoDB is a document database. Another storage backend used in
these tests, GridFS, is a hybrid backend which uses MongoDB as its user API and
stores data in files.
A common feature of the performance profiling results on all machines is that the
overall data input bandwidth generally scales up with the size of data per operation.
There are exceptions to this feature. For instance, in the Magnus tests, the overall
bandwidth of the HDF5 backend suddenly dropped at 80 KB per write operation.
Considering the fact that this did not happen on the other two machines, it is very
likely that this is caused by a specific software or filesystem configuration on Magnus.
Such behaviors on a specific HPC system is sometimes very difficult to investigate.
A simple reason for this is because very often a software update or re-configuration
could possibly cause or remove such behaviors. This process is usually irreversible
and therefore performance figures are often not re-producible. Furthermore, under110
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standing every single behavior of a system and optimizing it specifically means a
huge amount of effort, and that will be accounted against the granted processing
time. However, this effort does not necessarily turn into productivity, because behaviors are constantly changing when hardware, software, and / or configurations
are updated.
Therefore, this thesis adopts a different philosophy for performance analysis. Instead
of trying to understand every single behavior of a particular configuration of a
system and optimize it specifically, SHORE monitors all I/O activities, analyze
them, and make run-time decisions to obtain optimized performance by choosing
the best available I/O mechanism. In this example, after collecting I/O profiling
statistics over a period of time, the SHORE instance on Magnus is aware that for
any write operations larger than 80 KB, HDF5 is becoming less optimal, and in this
case, SHORE will automatically put data into other storage backends when a single
write operation is larger than 80 KB.
Another interesting phenomenon shown in the figures is the comparison between
database based backends and filesystem based backends. As a document database,
MongoDB does not accept raw data arrays as input. In order to use MongoDB as
a storage backend of SHORE, the MongoDB and GridFS plugins are designed in
a way that they first serialize the input data using CPickle, and then put it into
MongoDB in the form of strings. This could be a reason why MongoDB and GridFS
backends are overall slower than ADIOS and HDF5. However, as shown in all figures
in this section, even though MongoDB and GridFS both need data serialization, the
performance difference between them is still more significant than the difference
between GridFS and HDF5 or ADIOS. Especially for smaller data sizes, GridFS
shows similar bandwidth figures to HDF5 and ADIOS. An inference of this is that
the impact of the underlying storage mechanism on the end-to-end performance is
much higher than the impact of data serialization overhead. More specifically, being
a filesystem and database hybrid backend, the performance of GridFS mostly reflects
its filesystem nature rather than database. Another interpretation is that data
serialization and database interface may not be the bottleneck preventing databases
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from being used as a storage backend in such scenarios, but the underlying data
storage mechanism could be.

4.11

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented the detailed concept, design and implementation of a
data optimized I/O middleware, SHORE. SHORE offers a completely decentralized
architecture for handling parallel I/O, and hides most of the underlying complexities
of storage backends from users using a concise interface. It manages internal workflows using a abstract and flexible mechanism, which allows developers and users
to define their workflows in general data structures such as lists or graphs. For deployment, SHORE supports various HPC and cloud environments such as MPI and
peer-to-peer network. It can be used either as a library or as a standalone server
daemon.
SHORE is based on an everything-is-plugin framework, so that plugins for various
storage backends can be added easily without affecting any other parts of the system.
Storage backends of SHORE can be across a wide range of storage hierarchies, which
include but are not limited to tapes, disks, SSDs, RAM, on-device RAM. Plugins
for the RAM and on-device RAM hierarchies enable in-situ processing on CPUs,
GPUs, and other accelerators. SHORE also provides a profiling framework that can
help user applications to choose the best suitable storage backend for a certain type
of data ingestion.
Together with other minor features, these have solved a number of the problems
of previous radio astronomy data systems that have been identified and raised in
previous chapters. These include topics in parallel I/O, scalability, data formats,
system re-usability, development cost, and so on. Furthermore, SHORE has validated a series of new ideas for scientific data I/O systems, such as decentralized
peer-to-peer meta-data management and run-time performance optimization. These
can be applied on other scientific data storage, as well as generic big data storage
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scenarios. The next chapter will discuss how SHORE can be applied on existing
systems to solve real-world problems.
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Chapter 5
System Integration
Based on the SHORE model presented in the previous chapter, this chapter will
discuss how it is integrated into real-world systems. The integration work focuses
on the user application layer and the data flow management layer in Figure 4.1.
At the user application layer, SHORE provides radio astronomy data processing
pipeline applications with a powerful and flexible I/O interface and storage backend.
In this regard, the Casacore Table Data System is chosen for the integration work,
since the MeasurementSet table model based on it is one of the most commonly
adopted standards in radio astronomy data processing.
Traditionally, these radio astronomy data processing applications are put together
into a sequential workflow, which is often simply a bash script. The SKA telescope,
however, is looking at a data-driven framework, which can dynamically generate
graph based workflows. This idea is currently being prototyped in Daliuge under
the SKA Science Data Processor work package. The integration work for SHORE
at the data flow management layer then focuses on Daliuge.
On top of the integration work of SHORE with these systems, I will also introduce
the roles that such integrated systems might play in real-world projects, such as
ASKAP, MeerKat and SKA Phase 1. Due to timeline issues of these projects, the
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actual work cannot be included in this thesis, but I will provide plans on these
projects with an adequate level of details.

5.1

Integrating SHORE with Casacore Table Data
System

As introduced in previous chapters, the Casacore Table Data System and its use in
MeasurementSet Tables have been commonly adopted as a standard in radio astronomy data processing. Some work on parallelizing CTDS has also been presented in
this thesis, by introducing a CTDS storage manager based on parallel storage backends. The SHORE architecture has enabled a new method to parallelize CTDS,
which will be introduced in this section.

5.1.1

Known Methods for Parallelizing CTDS

Driven by the explosion of data volume required by the latest generation of radio
telescopes, effort on parallelizing CTDS has been made in several directions. There
have been mainly three types of methods as shown in Figure 5.1.

Parallel Storage Manager

The work presented in Chapter 3 has been one of the initial attempts, which parallelizes CTDS by implementing a storage manager based on a parallel storage backend. Taking advantage of a high performance parallel storage backend, a parallel
storage manager can achieve an excellent parallel I/O throughput, as proved by
AdiosStMan. Storage backends used in here can be based on a wide range of techniques, which include but are not limited to filesystems, databases, object stores,
and in-memory stores.
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Figure 5.1: Shown are the three known methods for parallelizing the Casacore
Table Data System.
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However, a CTDS storage manager can only handle data at the column level. The
table meta-data still has to be written into table files, and this can still only happen
in serial. To workaround this serial problem, a parallel CTDS storage manager needs
to be MPI aware. Then only the master MPI process writes table meta-data into
the intended table file, while slave processes dump table meta-data into temporary
files that can be deleted afterwards. These introduce non-standard styles into CTDS
and require user code to be re-written accordingly.

Non-locking CTDS Interface

The natural limit of the CTDS design that prevents a CTDS table from being written
from multiple processes simultaneously is its locking mechanism. This situation has
been changed in some recent version of casacore that provides an interface to disable
the table lock. By compiling casacore with its CTDS table lock disabled, a table
can be accessed for writing from multiple processes simultaneously.
The advantage of this method is that without the table lock, all built-in storage
managers of CTDS automatically become able to write in parallel. It is significantly
more economic compared to implementing parallel storage managers that can take
up to several man-months. However, limited by the nature of POSIX I/O, the
creation of a table can only be initiated from a single process. Therefore, to achieve
parallel I/O using this method, a table must be created with structure meta-data
predefined from a single process, so that other processes can open and write data
to it in parallel. This needs even more modifications to user application code than
what a parallel storage manager requires.

Table Concatenation

The ConcatTable class of CTDS offers methods to virtually concatenate multiple
physical tables into a single logical table. Thus, from the logical table’s point of
view, it can be written in parallel if each underlying physical table is only accessed
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by a single process at a time. This also automatically enables all built-in storage
managers to write in parallel, although only at the logical table layer. Moreover,
it should provide an excellent scalability in I/O throughput since each physical
table is only handled by an individual process, which naturally avoids inter-process
synchronizations and parallel data alignment issues.
However, this needs even more adjustment to the user applications than the methods mentioned above. In addition to the table creation and meta-data issues, user
applications also need to be aware of the data distribution pattern across all physical tables, in order to ensure that each physical table is only accessed from a single
process at a time. Based on this method, CASA has integrated a parallel MeasurementSet Table implementation, called Multi-MeasurementSet [92], which can
be used together with the mpicasa parallel interface available from CASA version
4.5.0.

5.1.2

A New Method: libCasaShore

One common issue of all existing methods for parallelizing CTDS is that table
meta-data can still be only written in files in serial. The entire system therefore
still needs to be based on a filesystem environment. Moreover, this requires user
applications to be aware of the parallel pattern at a certain level, and to adjust their
code accordingly on a case-by-case basis.
SHORE enables a new possibility of parallelizing CTDS, which is to replace the entire CTDS interface and graft the CTDS table data model onto SHORE, as shown
in Figure 5.2. The alternative CTDS implementation is named libCasaShore. In
order to be fully compatible with existing CTDS based user applications, it provides exactly the same set of function interfaces as the original implementation,
libcasa_tables.
The libCasaShore implementation uses the C binding of SHORE Client that is naturally C++ compatible. Taking advantage of the flexibility of the SHORE archi119
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Figure 5.2: Shown is the new method of parallelizing the Casacore Table Data
System using libCasaShore and SHORE.
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tecture and the simplicity of the SHORE Client interface, a large proportion of the
original interface functions of libcasa_tables can be left blank. For instance, CTDS
operations such as creating a table, or adding a column or a row into a table do
not have corresponding operations in the SHORE architecture. Instead, SHORE
automatically manages these tasks upon a put request if the target data object, column or row is not existing. This makes libCasaShore a significantly lighter weight
implementation than the original libcasa_tables.
A fundamental difference made by libCasaShore is that all table meta-data is managed using databases in SHORE, and therefore it is naturally parallelism friendly.
While using libCasaShore to parallelize CTDS, a user application does not need to
be aware of its parallel paradigm, for example, whether an instance is running on
the master or slave MPI rank, or whether it is launched using MPI at all. Because
operations that used to cause clashes in libcasa_tables, such as table creation, are
now left blank in libCasaShore. Multiple user application processes can now create
the same table at the same time without causing any problems. Behind the scene
of SHORE, the table is only created once when the first put request is received and
being processed. Other operations that may cause changes to table meta-data work
in the same way.
In terms of table data, when multiple processes write simultaneously into a shared
store using an MPI aware storage backend plugin, SHORE will automatically switch
to the MPI mode and coordinate parallel writing. This can happen in two types of
SHORE deployments as shown in Figure 5.3. When SHORE is used as a library by
an user application, it shares the same MPI environment with the user application.
On the other hand, when SHORE is run as a daemon, user application processes are
running in a separate MPI environment from the SHORE daemons. In this case,
the two MPI run-time environments are connected through a TCP network interface
that is used for communications between SHORE clients and SHORE daemons.
When multiple processes are writing data simultaneously in an MPI-free environment, every SHORE instance needs to have its own separate storage space. In this
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situation, if multiple processes need to write data into the same data object at the
same time, then all data traffic will be directed to the SHORE instance that owns
the data object through the peer-to-peer network, and the write to the storage backend. One exception to this would be database storage backends that are deployed
on multiple nodes in a sharding mode. However, this method has not been validated
with the SHORE architecture yet.
The design and implementation of libCasaShore also helps demonstrate the advantages of the SHORE system. Although some previous I/O systems allow developers
to add new storage backends, these storage backend implementations must incorporate a much more complex multi-layer design than a SHORE storage backend. For
instance, in CTDS [2], a storage manager needs to be aware of the table based data
structure, and accordingly it needs to be able to handle table features such as rows
and columns. Similarly, in ADIOS [6], a transport method needs to manage the
cache layer, the metadata layer and the file format layer. Using this approach, designing a new storage backend means a considerable amount of work. In the SHORE
system, however, these layers are finer grained, and as a result, logics for a certain
layer can be easier and better re-used by other layers. A storage backend plugin in
SHORE is only a thin wrapper around a certain I/O library, and it does not handle
other layers such as caching or data models. When adding a new storage backend,
the SHORE architecture can reduce the amount of work by orders of magnitude
compared to traditional I/O libraries mentioned above, while achieving the same
effect. When designing or optimizing another layer, SHORE also provides a better
environment for isolating the work ground between layers. Based on libCasaShore,
implementing an ADIOS plugin for SHORE achieves the same goal as implementing
an ADIOS storage manager for the Casacore Table Data System, which is to enable
CTDS tables to be stored in ADIOS. However, a SHORE plugin typically takes a
few days to implement, while a CTDS storage manager takes at least a few weeks.
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Figure 5.3: Shown is the data flow of an MPI aware multi-process libCasaShore
user application in two types of SHORE deployments: SHORE as a library and
SHORE as a daemon.
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5.1.3

Plan for MeerKAT

The MeerKAT telescope [93] is a South African SKA precursor. It is scheduled to
consist of 64 antennas finished by 2017, and then they are to be integrated into SKA
Mid Phase 1. The current MeerKAT science data archive [94] is designed to store
data in Ceph [41] through its RADOS object store interface. A potential problem of
this architecture is that the Ceph storage has a different interface than traditional
filesystems, and thus it may not be easily accessible by existing radio astronomy
software toolkits.
For MeasurementSet Tables, there are several traditional solutions to this problem.
For example, user applications can be modified to replace CTDS with Ceph while
maintaining the same table based data model, which requires an enormous amount of
time and effort. To reduce the resources required, it can be done at a relatively lower
level, through implementing a CTDS storage manager based on Ceph. This can be
done within a more reasonable time frame, but it adds the filesystem dependency to
the system and causes data parallel problems. Another method is to implement a
data format converter, which reads data from Ceph and writes to MeasurementSet
Tables whenever a science product is needed. However, this needs extra storage
space and causes significant delays at run-time.
The SHORE architecture and libCasaShore enables a more economic and flexible way
to solve this problem. On the storage backend side, SHORE has already included
a Ceph plugin, which can be used to access the MeerKAT science archive. On the
user application interface side, libCasaShore provides an interface identical to CTDS
table interface for user applications to access SHORE data objects as CTDS tables,
without being aware of the underlying substitution.
Based on this, the first phase of the plan would be to have a standalone application
that imports meta-data to the data object database of SHORE along with the
Ceph data ingestion. As shown in Figure 5.4 (b), this helps SHORE establish its
data object database for managing data objects in the Ceph object store. With
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the meta-data rebuilt, CASA based user applications can then access these data
objects through libCasaShore and SHORE as if they are accessing CTDS tables.
This plan does not need any changes to the MeerKAT system, and is therefore easy
to achieve, while it can help validate if SHORE can work properly in a real-world
project environment.
Once SHORE proves to work with the MeerKAT science archive system, the next
step would be to completely hide the Ceph object store behind SHORE, as shown
in Figure 5.4 (c). This will require modification to the data ingest component of the
MeerKAT science archive, but will result in a more coherent system architecture.
While libCasaShore has already provided a CTDS interface to SHORE, a large
proportion of radio astronomy software tools use FITS as the default data format. In
order to cover these use cases, there also needs to be a libFitsShore library providing
the FITS interface to SHORE, which is also considered as part of the long-term
plan.

5.1.4

Plan for ASKAP

The ASKAP telescope [3] was originally designed to be the Australian SKA Pathfinder.
It was planned to be integrated into the SKA Survey Phase 1, which has been canceled later.
One of the early science projects of ASKAP, the DINGO survey [95, 96], expects
to generate science data products that are far larger than what can be generated
using a single compute node. However, data is required to be written to paged
images in CTDS tables, which can be only written in serial. Some effort has been
made to work around this problem by having MPI slave processes send all data that
they generate to the master process for writing. As part of this effort, I have been
asked to investigate the I/O performance, and I found that this approach causes
memory issues to the master node, because the system memory of the master node
is not enough to hold data from all nodes. This then causes traffic jams in the MPI
125
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Figure 5.4: Shown is the two-step plan to use SHORE in the Ceph based MeerKAT
science archive.
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network.
The plan is to remove all MPI data transfers, and use libCasaShore and SHORE
to write image objects from all processes in parallel. Taking advantage of the completely decentralized and parallel I/O manner of SHORE, it will solve both the
memory and the network traffic issues.

5.2

Integrating SHORE with Daliuge

Being the future world’s largest radio telescope, the Square Kilometre Array (SKA)
Telescope is now approaching its construction phase. One of the work packages of
SKA, the Science Data Processor (SDP), has proposed a data-triggered workflow
architecture, and is currently being prototyped under a project called Daliuge.
Daliuge is a graph based dataflow engine. It provides a flexible execution framework
for dynamically creating data processing workflows. It solves a number of problems
of the traditional radio astronomy data processing pipeline. For example, previous
data processing pipelines usually need human interactions at certain stages to control
workflows. This is not going to scale well for SKA that looks at exabytes of data.
By using Daliuge, data becomes self-aware of its producers, health, consumers, and
lifecycles. Once these are defined as drops in a graph, Daliuge can intelligently
determine the best suitable computing and / or storage resources for the task, and
execute it in a completely automatic manner.
Daliuge is currently being prototyped by the Data Intensive Astronomy team at the
International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research. As one of the team members,
I have been responsible for integrating SHORE with Daliuge by writing a ShoreIO
class in Daliuge. The ShoreIO class is derived from Daliuge’s BaseIO class, which
provides a flexible framework for developers to add I/O methods.
The purpose of this work is to enable all advanced I/O features of SHORE in Daliuge graph drops, and provide Daliuge with the ability to directly access various
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storage backends transparently, as shown in the first use case scenario in Figure 5.5.
By doing so, future data processing pipeline applications can be designed in a completely data-driven or data-triggered manner, as they can be totally I/O free, and
always wait for the workflow framework, Daliuge, to feed them data. Traditional
applications that are not designed to be data-driven can also work with Daliuge and
SHORE together, as shown in the second use case scenario in Figure 5.5. In this
case, libraries such as libCasaShore becomes helpful, because applications need to
access SHORE directly.

5.2.1

Plan for Full-scale SKA Phase 1 Simulation

Since both SHORE and Daliuge have completed a functional prototyping version,
and proved to integrate properly, the plan for the next step is to test them at a
large scale. The testing plan is to simulate the full-scale SKA Phase 1 data, and
verify the new concepts and ideas proposed and prototyped in these systems in a
real-world project.
Shown in Figure 5.6 is a candidate Daliuge graph of a radio astronomy imaging
pipeline for the test. In order to test the integration of SHORE and Daliuge, all
CASA related drops in the graph are to use libCasaShore and SHORE for data I/O
operations. As a short-term plan, this does not require any modifications to CASA
applications.
The pipeline described in this graph is embarrassingly parallelized by splitting input
MeasurementSet tables into sub-band tables. This requires additional storage space
and CPU time. For optimizing the pipeline workflow, as well as testing the parallel
I/O ability of SHORE, the long-term plan would be to modify the CASA imaging
algorithm implementation and enable it to work directly on the original input MeasurementSet table data. SHORE and libCasaShore can provide full support from
the perspective of the underlying I/O infrastructure.
Being an ongoing project, its current status is that both Daliuge and SHORE have
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Figure 5.5: Shown is the position of SHORE in a Daliuge data flow environment.
SHORE can be used with Daliuge in two scenarios. In the first scenario, data flows
through Daliuge, and uses its ShoreIO interface to access SHORE. Drops do not
need to have the ability to access SHORE in this case. In the second scenario,
Daliuge only provides meta-data to drops, and then drops use this meta-data to
directly query SHORE for actual data operations. This requires drops to be able to
access SHORE, where libraries such as libCasaShore becomes helpful.
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been deployed and run successfully at a small scale on the world’s fastest two supercomputers, Tianhe II and Titan. Some preliminary results have been presented
in Section 4.10. However, processing full-scale SKA Phase 1 data requires storage
space and computing power at the scale of the entire Tianhe II or Titan. This needs
serious work on applying CPU time on either of the machines, compiling and installing pipeline software, and tune them for the system environment, which cannot
fit into the time frame of this thesis. Therefore, it is left to future work.

5.3

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented my work on integrating SHORE with CTDS and Daliuge.
For CTDS, I have implemented a library called libCasaShore to replace the original
libcasa_tables of CTDS and graft CTDS on SHORE. This enables CASA based
applications to access a variety of storage backends in a massively parallel pattern.
I have also made plans for using libCasaShore to solve data I/O problems in two
state-of-the-art radio telescope systems, MeerKAT and ASKAP.
For Daliuge, I have written a ShoreIO class to enable Daliuge to access SHORE
data. This also enables a new type of completely data-driven applications to be
developed and run in the Daliuge framework while being able to access various
storage backends. Based on the integration of SHORE and Daliuge, a plan for the
full-scale SKA Phase 1 simulation has been proposed at the end of the chapter.
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Figure 5.6: Shown is an example Daliuge logical graph of a radio astronomy imaging pipeline. Image courtesy of the Data
Intensive Astronomy team at the International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, I have conducted a series of investigations into radio astronomy data
I/O issues. Beginning with the research in the data distribution and parallel pattern
of a radio astronomy correlator, a fact has been revealed that the bottleneck of future
radio telescope data processing systems is data I/O rather than computing. I then
focused on parallel I/O techniques, and through a series of tests, I found that ADIOS
achieved excellent I/O performance for radio astronomy visibility data, sometimes
an order of magnitude faster than one of the scientific data format standards, HDF5,
as demonstrated in Chapter 2.
Having this idea, in Chapter 3, I investigated one of the most widely used radio
astronomy data processing software libraries, casacore, and designed a parallel storage manager for it based on ADIOS. Being the first parallel storage manger for
the Casacore Table Data System, my AdiosStMan has been thoroughly tested and
verified with data from a real-world project, CHILES.
However, during the development of AdiosStMan, I noticed a number of problems
to optimize parallel I/O at this layer, for example, the high development cost, the
dependency of filesystems, and the requirement for user code modifications. Considering these issues, I designed a new I/O middleware architecture, which is named
SHORE, and presented in Chapter 4. SHORE is a completely decentralized, flexible
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and plugin-based architecture that manages underlying storage hierarchies, storage
backends and network connections in a highly transparent manner. It hides the vast
majority of data I/O complexities from user applications, and provides users with a
highly concise interface. In the meantime, its flexible plugin architecture separates
the complexities for researchers and developers from different research and engineering domains, and enables them to optimize data I/O experience and develop new
features at a lower cost than before.
SHORE is overall an innovative middleware architecture. Compared to previous
radio astronomy data I/O solutions that have been mostly driven by particular use
cases such as CTDS [2], SHORE is rather designed trying to address a much wider
range of data I/O issues. This has been supported in Chapter 5 by the fact that
it can provide easy solutions to a variety of problems happening in several state-ofthe-art radio telescope data systems.

6.1

Future Work

SHORE is a voluminous architecture, concerned with a wide range of research areas
including software design patterns, network communications, data models, storage
hierarchies, storage backend techniques, event channels, workflow management, parallel paradigms, system profiling, data compression, and so on. This work can only
focus on a few of them, while for others, I have provided a framework for future
researchers and developers to work on. As examples, applying data mining and
machine learning theories on the profiling analysis would be a promising direction
for further research. It can help SHORE make more correct and accurate decisions
when determining storage backends and their parameters.
In addition to providing user applications with an excellent I/O experience, another
purpose of SHORE is to provide developers with a highly efficient way to make use of
new storage backend techniques, as well as to optimize them. This requires ongoing
effort from all future developers involved. In terms of applications on real-world
134
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projects, due to project timeline constraints, the plans for MeerKAT, ASKAP and
SKA Phase 1 simulation mentioned in Chapter 5 are also left to future work.
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